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There will be wonder. It can come in tender shades of blue, slowly detaching itself from a laptop 

screen and wobbling like an enormous blown bubble, drifting across a squalid caravan interior 

toward a sleeping figure on a couch. The blue will shape itself into the head of an angelic young 

girl, a cartoon, Manga-like rendering, all in blue, enormous eyes, tiny mouth, long blue hair. She 

sighs and her voice is a cartoon simulation of a child’s voice, a digitally altered woman’s voice 

preserving only high frequencies, giving the voice a stylised, hollow quality. “Mark?... Mark? You 

must wake up, darling. You have an urgent call...” She recites this several times, plaintively. 

“Mark, I really want you to take this, Mark. It’s very important... Please Mark...”  The sleeping 

man hears her, but resists opening his eyes.  

 

He will be forty-nine, scruffy and unshaven. Saliva has drifted own one cheek and onto the 

cushion supporting his head. Around him, like concerned neighbours, stand empty bottles and 

cans, unwashed plates and cutlery, wrappers, and exhausted footwear. Eventually he blinks and 

looks around. The young girl disappears with a pop. There will be no tiny pool of suds on the 

floor. She was purely a projection. He will know that and stare at the ceiling, the play of sunlight 

there through the caravan windows, the distant sounds of the rest of the caravan park. It is early 

in the afternoon. When he has summoned the strength, he rolls onto his feet, stumbling through 

the wreckage toward his laptop on a bench near the door. He drops heavily onto a stool and 

taps at his laptop. There is a long list of messages, mostly from his ex’s lawyers. He is not curious 

and deletes them. There is persistent spam. Finally he comes to one from X-Op, an agency that 

had once represented him. The message is highlighted in blue, with special priorities and flags he 

is unfamiliar with. It has been a while.  

 

He will once have been an army sniper and served discreetly in various international peace-

keeping forces. He will have toured the world’s shifting trouble spots, seen the sites through 

extraordinary sights, met extraordinary people and lived to tell the tale. In time he will have 

resigned with highly specialised skills but only a narrow application beyond sports shooting. The 

idea had been for a school for ‘marksmen’ in association with former colleagues and a degree of 

cooperation from the military. But his faith in the business skills of partners was badly misplaced 

and the thing had disappeared with a pop, leaving him with alarming debts. There had been the 

occasional ‘freelance’ contract but this had proved a very competitive and unreliable income 

stream. Financial pressure had been the straw that broke the back of his marriage, but it had 

been struggling for some time. They had grown apart, let’s say. His own research into suitable 

weaponry could not be sacrificed. It just couldn’t. He kept abreast of developments, had access 

to a workshop occasionally, as some kind of article of faith. It was all he had left.  

 

These thoughts trundled past as he stroked his beard, eyeing the message from X-Op. Did he 

owe them? As far as he knew, he had not been registered with them for at least three years. 

Eventually he clicked on it and a pop-up with a beaming young man in camouflage fatigues, sat 

against a wall with the company logo appeared. His lips were quickly out of sync with the 

message though and the voice was obviously that of a much older man. “Hi Mark, been a while I 

know and although you’re no longer on our books here, someone, ‘someone’ (he emphasised) 

has been trying hard to get in touch with you and I’ve said we’ll see what we can do for old 

time’s sake. This is definitely your lucky day Mark, take it from me. Do yourself a favour and call 
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me back pronto.” Mark paused, wandered over to the sink and splashed water on his face, 

brushed his thinning hair in a tiny mirror and thought hard. He returned and clicked on the pop-

up. This time the image of X-Op boss Jose appeared, a man roughly the same age as Mark, bald 

with trimmed beard, smartly turned out in military shirt and tie. He nodded to the camera. 

“Mark! At last! You won’t believe who is looking for you.” 

 

“Is this a job?” 

 

“Is this a job! This is the jackpot fella. L&L are looking for you! That’s THE L & L! You remember 

Doug and Steve? They’re execs there these days, very big time. Mega bucks Mark.” 

 

“Why me?” 

 

“Who knows? Look there’s a sit-down interview. They’ll pay your expenses down to St Francis 

and back. You’re gonna make on even that. I strongly suggest you confirm and attend Mark. 

Strongly. You know L&L are for real. They’re pretty much global these days. I don’t know the 

assignment exactly but I do not see this as a stitch-up or rip-off in any way. Sure they’re paying 

me even to trace you but I’ve known you a long time, I have a reputation as well and if this 

works out I look good too.” He projected sincere. Mark studied him like an insect specimen. Jose 

smiled back. Mark’s reputation was as a loner, a meticulous planner yet shrewd opportunist. He 

could think on his feet, shoot from the hip and live to tell. His flaw was that he just had no head 

for business, no patience with the detail and frankly poor people skills. He was only ever good 

for one thing. Jose was patient. 

 

“So now they know where I am, right? Why don’t I just wait here?” 

 

“Oh come on Mark. Play nice. It’s credit! - money. You remember money don’t you? What else 

have you got planned? Still shooting dogs?” Things were quiet just at the moment, Mark had to 

concede. He would confirm. He didn’t want to see an old business associate lose his finder’s fee. 

Jose smiled and thanked him. 
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The interview will be for tomorrow at two. It is to be conducted in a four star hotel uptown – 

The Belgorad. The interviewer was also known to Mark from long ago, Jimmy Schultz. There was 

no video with the message, just text, but his text sounded upbeat. Jimmy was from out of town, 

somewhere back east, had been attached to the 402
nd

 briefly, got out early, had connections. 

Last Mark heard he worked continents away. It would not exactly be like old times, but the 

familiarity was vaguely reassuring. Payment was prompt. Mark pressed his ID to the screen and 

his credit registered a generous spike, sadly soon to be eaten away by residual debt. All the 

same it gave him a lift. 

 

The next day he walked to the nearest bus stop, about twenty minutes away. His caravan park 

had once been a modest holiday destination, beside a pine forest and lake. The lake was at best 

half full these days and littered with debris, the forest seriously withered and plundered for 

firewood. The park’s amenities were hopelessly degraded, dilapidated. Very few of the caravans 

had wheels any more, just scavenged timber, plastic milk crates and bricks. No-one was going 

anywhere. The park was now surrounded by a high security fence, topped with razor wire; a 

caged turnstile required a swipe of ID, in and out. It was a grey, brooding day, poised between 

freezing blizzard and searing heatwave, an ominous lull. The surrounding fields had once been 

market gardens but could not survive extreme weather, now they were a sprawling camp for 

refugees and homeless. The swarming nest of vividly coloured little nylon tents quietly mocked 

an earlier age of holiday campers. Now they were like a plague, crammed together in their tens 

of thousands, arched wire frames presenting a vista of cupped roofs stretching all the way along 

the roadside, away into the fields. A line of portable latrines and a daily water-tanker were the 

only concessions to social services, the police, ambulance and fire brigade the only visitors.  

 

Mark kept to the road as much as possible. The stench and squalor were bad enough but the 

situation bred madness, irrational anger and violence. There was no end, no solution. It was, he 

concluded with each passing, hell. He would reach an intersection. On one corner was a bus 

depot, with stops in an elaborate arrangement of islands for various routes into St Frank, across 

the north of the city to Langeveldt Sway or due north to Red Kite. A permanent queue stood at 

the stop for the city. Luckily there was a regular stream of buses slowly manoeuvring to the stop; 

some were long, articulated buses with security guards in black uniforms. Black meant acute 

danger. The ride took about forty minutes in a circuitous route. Mark had plenty of time, 

stopped at a supermarket to buy new chinos and red sneakers, upgrade the image. The old 

combat jacket stayed. That was where he stowed surprises. He had a haircut and shave at an 

Asian barber shop. ‘Tieu’ agonised over removing all of the beard, argued for a close trim but 

Mark wanted it all gone. He did not look any younger or thinner, in fact, his bare ruddy 

complexion probably flagged blood pressure all the more frankly.  But that was genes he told 

himself. There was no fighting that.  

 

The uptown hotel was appropriately on the side of a hill, at the edge of the financial district. The 

architecture had been daring, about ten years ago. He could glimpse a slice of blue ocean away 

to the west. It always made him feel a little hopeful. He was directed to the fifth floor, to room 

517. The door would be opened by a young woman named Elsa. They shook hands. She was Mr 

Schultz’s assistant. She was beautiful, in a prim, clerical kind of way. Mr Schultz would join them 
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shortly. It was a big suite. There were two sofas facing each other, with video cameras mounted 

behind each and a video screen to one side. There was to be some conferencing during the 

interview. Mark took a seat while Elsa set glasses of water on the coffee table between sofas. 

Jimmy emerged from a door at the end of the room, closing it carefully after him only noticing 

Mark as he turned toward him. “Mark! This must be my lucky day!” He advanced hand 

outstretched, heavier but hardly aged, his bright, bird-like eyes danced across Mark. Mark 

grinned, nodding as they shook hands.  

 

Jimmy started by saying he could not tell Mark anything about the assignment for the moment, 

and slapped his hands on his knees. But what L&L needed to know straight off was did he feel he 

could still carry out a field assignment? They knew he kept his hand in, had associates in the 

local arms industry, but at the highest level could he still cut it? Mark answered that if they 

meant running two kilometres with a full battle pack, the answer was no. If they meant could he 

still hit a bee’s dick at three hundred metres, the answer was yes. Beyond that he couldn’t say 

without more detail. But for his part the question was why they should seek out someone his 

vintage when there were any number of younger, willing candidates? Jimmy nodded concession. 

There were two points that recommended Mark. The first was his current obscurity. No one 

knew about him these days. He was not being watched - a key point in a very competitive field, 

Jimmy pursed his lips and added a knowing look. The second was Mark’s service record. He had 

always hit his target, had always had a clean insertion and extraction. No loose ends, no mess - 

ever. That was rare over a record of around seventy assignments in sixteen years. That was very 

rare.  

 

Mark shrugged. The statistics did not mean much because assignments were not all the same. 

Insertion was different back in those days; they don’t use that technology any more. But it could 

be imprecise, depending on region, you often had to find your target with limited intel and 

hostile terrain, had to adapt to a shifting situation. There were time frames. He could think of 

many teams that just got dealt bad circumstances, made the best of it but sometimes didn’t 

even get out. It was tough. They were the ones that got the commendations. Then there were 

those that did not complete the assigned kills in the circumstances but managed to be extracted. 

Some of those ended up with promotions. This time Mark jumped his eyebrows for emphasis. 

He was not naming any names in L&L or anything and Jimmy caught the allusion. Mark had 

ended his career still an NCO. He thought the record was never the whole story. Jimmy persisted 

that no-one before or since in the 402
nd

 had equalled that record.  

 

Elsa had been quietly adjusting the cameras, checking them against a laptop and finally 

announced that their conference was now ready. The video screen was split in two, on the right 

Douglas Lockrey, on the left Stephan Lodler. Both beamed and nodded upon introduction, 

“Mark!” “Sman!” Mark’s surname was Small but in the world of sniping, it was inevitable 

colleague’s would nickname him ‘Sman’. Doug was a large, bulky man, only more so with age. 

Mark had teamed with him a number of times. He was an excellent spotter and point, perhaps a 

little cautious in a crisis. Steve was older, had served briefly, was rumoured to have sinister 

connections. Mark knew him only vaguely. Both men congratulated Jimmy on an excellent 

search and reminded him there was always a position with L&L should he want. Jimmy smiled 

modestly and thanked them. Doug took up the running. This contract was crucial to the 

company. It was complex, difficult politically and financially but with enormous potential. They 

had to get this one right. If it could have been done at close range with cloak and dagger stuff, it 

would have been. But it was going to have to be long range, open air, on the ground with 

multiple teams. Recruitment was tricky because competition bought up a lot of the usual 

suspects, just to keep them off the market. Younger guys were too frail to hang around; they got 

out early and did other things. He was not looking for someone who was just going to lie around 
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in a Ghillie suit all day in the right spot. He was not looking for someone who had played with all 

the latest gear from H&K or Chey or whoever and had yoga breathing with velvet fingers. He 

didn’t want smart, he didn’t want gifted, he wanted lucky. And Mark was the luckiest fucking 

sniper Doug had ever known.  

 

Mark needed time to think it over, he had his own gear, if he knew more, he could adjust things. 

Doug shook his head emphatically. They did not have that time Mark, they needed him locked in 

and loaded on a plane later that day. All the gear would be provided, right down to boots and 

watches. They knew his interests in ballistics and he would be satisfied. They were prepared to 

offer him a generous sum that marched backwards across the bottom of the screen. It was the 

usual half now half later deal. Mark tried not to let his eyeballs fall out of his head but it was six 

figures! He would have to have that payment diverted. Steve nodded, they could talk about that. 

That sort of money could only come from a very big client and Mark was already compiling a 

short list. It was an offer he could not refuse and they all knew it.  

 

Elsa saw him out; the others clearly had things still to discuss. Mark could not forget that 

marching six figure sum, burned into his memory. But he wondered about that crack about luck. 

Was that the way Doug had talked about him back then? At base? Is that what others had 

thought? He was the first to admit an element of luck, but that was also modesty. A certain 

amount of rat cunning had figured in there somewhere, but that went for the whole base. The 

credit diversion would need a second ID, something Steve seemed to treat as routine. All that 

awaited him on arrival, wherever. His flight was for six, from a small suburban airport mainly 

used by flying schools and local cargo. There was no point going home in the meantime. At most 

he might pick up a portable device there, but its battery was shot and needed recharging every 

couple of hours so it would be of no use really. Instead he picked up underwear and toiletries in 

a department store then looked around for a bus stop out into the south east.  
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Fenton airport was no frills, to say the least. Set amid a light industrial zone, the vast car park 

was probably the equal of the air strip. A long low building of uncertain vintage, more like a 

railway station than an air terminal welcomed visitors phlegmatically, a mix of ragged airline 

flags stirred unhappily from poles along the roof. The bus stopped right at the front door. There 

was one check-in desk for all flights, no luggage collection. One delivered luggage out to the 

aircraft where it was loaded by crew. The departure lounge was small but comfortable; a view 

through full-length windows out across the tarmac, nominally catering for four gates. The 

departures/arrivals screen on the end wall was small; flight numbers few, possibly flawed. The 

check-in lady waved Mark through, once scanning his ID to register a long string of letters and 

numbers highlighted in yellow. It was an unlisted flight. He walked out across the tarmac, past a 

sandwich board declaring ‘Gate Four’ to a sleek VIP jet, wings and engines set well back on the 

slender unmarked grey fuselage. A few steps up to the door and he was greeted by a young 

Captain with great courtesy and an unplaceable accent. Mark was a little surprised the plane still 

had a pilot. Many were automated these days. The door closed even as he made his way down 

the aisle.  

 

Engines began to whine. It seated perhaps a dozen at most, one generous seat at each window, 

which could be turned to face the seat opposite or behind. There was an older, distinguished 

man and his entourage of three or four talked animatedly, only to abruptly pause and glance up 

at Mark as he passed. He must have seemed a little incongruous in his old battle jacket with a 

carrier bag, but he nodded deferentially, an index finger offering a discreet salute. Later, helping 

himself to refreshments in the open galley, he learned from one of the aides that the older 

gentleman was a senator, making a confidential visit to one of the nation’s southern neighbours. 

Mark asked which one and was told Monstereyne. Did that mean the plane was bound for the 

capital, Quoiz? The aide shook his head, a little surprised. They were flying to Alcatz. Where did 

Mark think the plane was going? It was all one big surprise to him he shrugged. 

 

St Francis was the second city to the long narrow coastal nation of Ada, on a wide, bitterly 

divided continent, the north of which had borne the brunt of radical climate change resulting in 

economic devastation, furious insurrections and ‘civil’ wars. To the south lay mountainous 

regions that had fared better and where the world’s wealth was now concentrated. The 

continent was squeezed like an hour glass into a slender isthmus, more or less across the 

equator, and then swelled out into an equally vast continent that stretched almost the length of 

the southern hemisphere. It did not surprise Mark that his destination lay to the south. It had to 

be where wealth and power were most reckless. Monstereyne also lay to the west and its 

coastline there was forbidding. Most of its civilisation lay on high plains. Its principle asset was 

freshwater lakes and reservoirs, its main cities processed agriculture and in recent times had 

attracted wealthy émigré populations from neighbouring nations. It was to be a life of quiet 

retreat. Its main neighbour was the notorious church state, Vaxixana, head of a global 

ecclesiastical empire that extended into realty, banking and investment. The fabled capital Vaxav 

had in time absorbed surrounding lands, acquired tyrannical power and implacable enemies.  

 

If Mark had to guess at his assigned destination, Vaxixana was the prime suspect. Below 

Vaxixana, on the tropical isthmus lay the equally decadent nation of Mayem, renowned as an 
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exclusive holiday destination on its east coast, with beaches and rivers, casinos and riotous vice-

ridden carnivals, the capital, Vidal lay farther to the south, had originally been on the eastern 

coast, but with rapid expansion soon reached the steep wooded hills that ran like a spine the 

length of the country. There, the city ascended the daunting slopes in feats of engineering, in 

time surmounting the hills ingeniously and amongst its many towers, then constructed bridges, 

these in turn supporting expanded tops to the towers, like giant mushrooms and offering a 

whole network of communities in the clouds. Mark had only seen the pictures. But he knew that 

organised crime from all over was deeply entrenched there, presumed there were generous tax 

loopholes. Vidal would be his second guess. 

 

The flight would take over four hours; a little surprising given the declared speed and altitude. 

Peering out the window into the night he noticed from ground lights of buildings and roads, how 

low the plane was now flying. They were also veering around steep peaks, presumably avoiding 

standard flight lanes as they weaved down a valley. Presently landing messages appeared with 

pings and the plane touched down smoothly and was soon taxiing smartly toward terminals. 

Mark noted several familiar airlines amongst the parked planes. Alcatz at least was an 

international airport, probably catering for tourism. The plane continued briskly past the 

terminals along to a darker zone of hangars where several military transports were parked. His 

plane swung this way and that and came to rest at the flashing signals of a batman, standing on 

the back of an airport tug. Behind it, two black limousines crept forward into the dim light. The 

senator and his team filed down the steps in low voices, across the apron and into the cars. 

Mark ambled some distance behind, stood on the apron while the door to the plane swung up 

behind him and the tug began to reverse the plane back onto a taxiing path. Plane and 

limousines departed in opposite directions as just tiny red lights. He looked around at the 

deserted hangers in silence. Then headlights sprang to life in the distant shadows and flashed at 

him as they approached. 

 

A sleek crimson roadster pulled up and the driver’s door rose like a hatch. A small lady launched 

herself toward him, bustled around in high-heeled ankle boots, flowing black garments, 

including long gloves and dishevelled hair, pale face with thick glasses. She looked like a small, 

learned witch. She embraced him fervently, her head resting against his rib cage momentarily 

and apologised for the delay. Her name was N’Dyr and she was the assistant co-ordinator for his 

team. It was important none of the other passengers saw her. She snatched the carrier bag from 

him “Here, let me help you with your luggage!” bounced away, unsteadily. The rear hatch to the 

car rose like a supplicating hand and she flung the bag into a golden glow. The passenger door 

also rose, like a reluctant salute and Mark ducked in.  

 

They drove out through a specially opened side gate in the high security fence at the back of the 

airport and continued around the perimeter in darkness, before streetlights and a highway were 

glimpsed through trees, somewhere above them. She explained they would not be going to the 

city, although it was very fine with many excellent amenities. Instead they were billeted some 

way to the south, in an exclusive ladies college called The Deserving and Dutiful Sisters. The 

pupils and staff were conveniently on an excursion overseas and a sympathetic member of the 

administration had offered them temporary accommodation. Her head wobbled. Mark could tell 

just from looking at her where his assignment would take place. She had the high bridge, ‘beaky’ 

nose and weak, narrow chin that instantly identified her as a Mayem native, probably of high 

caste. They were a stock character in TV satires in the north. Her almond shaped,, dark eyes 

danced in magnification behind heavy-framed glasses – surely an affectation in this day and age. 

But it did give grant the face, an intense, somewhat owlish focus.  
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She drove carefully, explaining that tomorrow morning he would be introduced to the rest of the 

team at a detailed briefing where an allocation of arms and equipment would be made. If all 

went according to plan, they would be inserted in the evening. He asked if the hit was to be on 

Mayem royalty? She paused. She did not want to go into details of the assignment, but yes, that 

much was accurate. Was she related? She shook her head with a little smile. “Only distantly’, her 

family were minor, a ‘flawed’ branch. Her mother’s family owned a little property in the north 

east, her father had been a kind of...court lawyer. It was difficult to explain his position. Did she 

follow in his footsteps? Again a coy smile, a little giggle. “Not exactly”. She sighed with 

resignation. She was not beautiful enough to attract a suitable match, so she had had to become 

‘a career girl’. She shrugged. It was difficult. Vidal... could be difficult. She had to rely on contacts 

there, often distant contacts, and there were... compromises. She regretted. They drove on in a 

pregnant pause. They were similar were they not?  

 

Mark did not see himself as any sort of lawyer, but yes, life held many compromises and few 

turned out to be worthwhile. They drove on into the night. His career had been built around a 

fairly limited speciality; he was a first rate marksman. What was her special talent? Did she have 

one? She nodded thoughtfully and supposed her abilities lay in event management. He laughed. 

She saw the humour in their circumstances but event management was a big industry in Mayem. 

It connected with tourism, sports and entertainment. “And politics?” She nodded. It was 

connected with everything that involved social events. He was still a little amused but switched 

tack. She must meet a wider range of people than in his line of work. Surely there were 

prospects there for a suitable partner? She sighed again, not taking her eyes off the road. 

Prospects yes, but suitable... was difficult. He imagined there must be other career girls down 

from the north in Vidal as well. At least she should have company? That was true, she allowed, 

but... it could get a little too cosy, a little....claustrophobic. She had to be careful. It was easy to 

exploit her position. Mark was always being told about his.   

 

It was going on midnight when they reached the school. The tall wrought-iron gates swung open 

and they drove through playing fields and gardens toward a flood-lit ancient facade of red brick, 

white window frames, two or three stories, to the sides, whole walls claimed by ivy. They passed 

under an arch and into an unlit courtyard and parked around the back. N’Dyr keyed in an access 

code at the back door and led the way upstairs to the dorms. The rooms did not have numbers, 

just slots for name tags, some of which were covered in graffiti; others had been removed or 

turned to the door. His door had the name Sal. All the doors were ancient, inset panels coated 

with generations of white gloss. N’Dyr keyed in an option for his password. For just twenty-four 

hours it hardly mattered. Mark was the required four characters. And where did she stay? She 

was staying with old family friends in a town not far to the west. Her hand floated away behind 

her. She was unlikely to see him again but had enjoyed meeting him and wished him well. They 

shook hands and he watched her walk crisply back down the corridor on blue linoleum.  

 

The room was small, electricity had been an afterthought. On the back of the door was a floor 

plan showing the nearest bathrooms. There was a tiny basin and mirror, a ledge with bandaids 

and some sort of cream. At the foot of the bed was a folded camouflage uniform in subdued 

shades of green and dark blue, a broad, stiff weave, a pair of lightweight combat boots, a watch 

and compass, sunglasses, work gloves, knee pads, elbow pads, hearing protection with inbuilt 

audio signal, a jar of camouflage makeup and light jungle hat in camouflage pattern. There was 

no rank to the uniform, merely a shoulder patch of a screaming monkey holding aloft a swastika. 

He studied it for a moment. It was thick between his fingers, machined embroidery.  On the floor 

was a large camouflage hold-all in which to place personal effects and civilian clothes. There was 

a note inside reminding him to ensure his devices were turned OFF! There was a sheet of 

instructions beside the uniform that began with a warm individualised greeting and went on to 
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list how to reach the common room at 0830 hours for the introduction. Breakfast would follow 

at 0930 hours in the refractory. The briefing would commence in earnest at 1000 hours and 

continue until 1100 hours. Luncheon would last until 1400 hours followed by weapons allocation 

and instruction from 1300 until 1600. Mark wondered what surprises lay in store.  
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 He would hear footsteps in the corridor, lowered voices and reach for his watch. It was 0810.  

He would be the last to find his way to the common room on the ground floor, at an intersection 

of corridors, eight minutes late. He was guided by voices as he approached. Upon entering, the 

voices fell silent. All eyes will turn to him. They are in a long room with windows the length of 

the far side, work desks arranged in two rows, at the far end, sofas and armchairs arranged 

around a large wall screen. In front of the screen stood Bryan Trelawne, another graduate of the 

402
nd;

 some years younger than Mark. He had been just starting as Mark finished. He was tall, 

with a thin face and greying buzz cut, a long upper lip and mouth than instinctively curled into a 

smirk when concentrating. His reputation had been as a little cute on technical points, a bit 

pedantic for Mark’s taste. Seated before him were the five members of Mark’s ‘team’. Mark 

apologised for being late. Bryan nodded tolerantly, beckoned Mark to stand up here beside him 

for introductions. If he had to say a little about himself for the rest of the team it was that 

although he had not previously worked for L&L, he knew their reputation very well, continued to 

work in the field mainly at a research level, testing new laser developments for noted 

manufacturers Pinpoint and Reeves and kept his sniping skills finetuned. Okay, he was 

compressing about twenty years here, but it served the purpose. 

 

There were no questions so Bryan summarised the others for Mark’s benefit. On the far right, 

was Ruhl, with a proven association with L&L over a number of assignments, he could perform 

as shooter or spotter, but this time because of his knowledge of the terrain, would operate as 

point or scout, securing their position before and after set up. Ruhl was perhaps in his mid or 

late thirties, tall with long dark hair, thick moustache, unshaven and sallow complexion. He was 

the only one apart from Mark in full uniform. None of the team had ranks. Ruhl spoke with an 

unfamiliar accent and just said he had every confidence in L&L’s preparation for the assignment. 

There was something guarded about him but he seemed professional, sharp. Mark wondered 

about his background but it was not forthcoming. They exchanged cool, searching looks. Next 

was Oltab, a slightly younger man, perhaps thirty, wearing a lightweight, very smart suit and tie, 

with a broad ribbon around his neck from which hung a large golden pendant. He fingered it as 

they spoke.  Oltab would be responsible for their insertion and extraction. He could not, for 

security reasons, be officially affiliated with L&L, but he was ideally positioned to facilitate this 

assignment. He smiled modestly at Mark, dipped his head slightly. Bryan added that they would 

be saying more about Oltab’s position after breakfast. Oltab explained the pendant granted him 

privileged position in one of the royal families. He was... something like a lawyer. 

 

Mark was quite certain Oltab was not a Mayem native, could not strictly hold the royal position 

the pendant suggested. For one thing, his name strongly suggested his origin in the tiny nation of 

Abkr on the other side of the world. Mark had been there many years ago. It had a reputation 

for technological superiority in most things, fabulous wealth and endless conspiracy. They were 

famed for making things, including people, literally disappear. In his interview with Jimmy and 

Doug he had supposed Abkrics would be among the main rivals for L&L in various markets, but 

Doug has dismissed the idea. Abkrics were only interested in making things disappear – 

particularly money - which he seemed to find amusing and brought other problems – pointed 

directly to themselves for starters. Something as crude as assassinating someone was beneath 

them. Doug scoffed. Now, seeing an Abkric on the team – as much as they were ever on anyone 
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else’s team – Mark had doubts. Never underestimate these polite, silver-tongued experts. Then 

there was the obvious matter of Oltab’s appearance – he plainly was not a Mayem. Yet Bryan 

said nothing about that. The more Mark studied Oltab’s deep sunken eyes and square jaw, the 

more he detected an Abkric. The more he listened to the mellifluous voice, elegant phrasing and 

watched the practiced gestures, the more suspicious he became. 

 

The third team member was a dark-skinned lady named Sorna. She was very erect, very alert. 

She was from somewhere in the southern hemisphere, also had prior experience with L&L, 

some, apparently unfortunate. Again, there was a measured quality in her address that vaguely 

reassured Mark. She seemed professional, in her thirties, had not bothered with the shirt to her 

uniform, wore just the t-shirt and a gold chain with a tiny gold jaguar. By Bryan’s account she 

had exceptional eyesight and he felt her cultural perspective would be an asset to the team. 

Mark nodded, non-commitally, wondering where Bryan was going with that line of reasoning. He 

had only to wait until the last two members of the team to learn. They were both much younger, 

mid-twenties if that. Tobi was a distant descendant of the Conk pirates that once found havens 

on the west coast of Mayhem. He was fair-haired and green eyed, his hair braided in elaborate 

patterns. He smiled vacantly. For a long time after piracy ceased to be profitable, The Conk were 

a persecuted minority. In recent times, efforts had been made to include them in the national 

identity. In keeping with current government policy, L&L’s Vidal headquarters were happy to 

make staff positions more diverse and representative of the entire Mayem population. Nu was a 

doe-eyed nubile, follower of the mystic Raffelo sect, which had many followers up and down the 

isthmus. They worshipped pyramids basically. She too brought greater variety to L&L 

recruitment. Both would serve as ‘flanks’ on the team - protecting shooter and spotter under 

direction of Ruhl.  

 

Mark could not believe what he was hearing. Neither had any actual operational experience, 

merely ‘thorough personal training’. There were probably certificates. His stomach churned but 

he said nothing, merely nodded curtly. He could not look Bryan in the eye. Bryan then turned to 

the matter of the uniforms, explaining that they were a precaution, should things go wrong. It 

was important that they be identified with a notorious paramilitary group based in Vaxixana. The 

make and style were precisely that the group received in support from distant nations. Bryan’s 

eyebrows jumped. It was just a precaution, afterwards they would be destroyed. Then there was 

the matter of payment and arrangements for a second identity. Everyone had requested this. 

Basically the second identity rode piggyback on the first. When one used an ID to access credit, 

there would now be an additional twelve character password to be devised. This would activate 

a kind of trapdoor in the back of the first identity, allowing access to additional credit. While this 

was taking place the first ID was to all intents and purposes asleep or suspended. There would 

be no record of the transaction with the second ID and it could not be traced or hacked. It was 

strictly a one-way transaction. That said, Bryan emphasised that no-one was to carry any device 

with them on the assignment. They were free to check now, to activate the second password 

and confirm that the first half of their payment had been made, but upon insertion no further 

contact from their devices could be made, until extraction. Mark had no device but took his 

word for it. 

 

Breakfast was an opportunity for a little more informal conversation, but Mark struggled. Yes, he 

was forty-nine – fifty this year, yes, he had served in the 402
nd

 in their ‘golden years’ when 

engagements came thick and fast and teams were ‘teleported’ in and out. No, he had not been 

trained in Abkr, although he had attended a course there. It had all been technical stuff. He 

looked around at his team with a sinking feeling. The refractory had been tricky to open, Bryan 

confided in a momentary aside. Staff had to be seconded at the last moment from a nearby 

establishment, which accounted for their uniforms in the livery of a well-known fast food 
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franchise. The breakfast was first rate though. Everyone found something to their satisfaction. 

Mark settled for toast. 

 

The second session commenced with a video address from Doug, now in dress uniform, looking 

suspiciously like 402
nd

 mufti, if Mark did not know better. Doug could now reveal that their 

assignment would be in Mayem and that their target would be amongst the old Mayem 

aristocracy in the north of the country. Some background on Mayem society was now required 

and a short documentary followed. Mayem had maintained a loose monarchy for thousands of 

years; the only real change had come with ocean-going traders from further afield, initially 

granted temporary residence in Vidal, which was then just a modest port city. The traders slowly 

expanded commerce to include agriculture and manufacture, but were forbidden to own land. 

Mayem rulers charged expensive rent and other taxes, yet the arrangement remained profitable 

for both parties. As the capital gradually expanded, royal families retreated to the mountainous 

north of the country, built vast estates and palaces, traditional, but rarely exclusively within 

Mayem tradition. They had to balance an expanding southern region of commerce with the 

need for privacy, retreat and reflection. It was not easy and the country acquired a Jekyll and 

Hyde character, the south bustling and progressive, the north restrained, traditional, exclusive. 

 

Within the aristocracy feuds were legion and legendary. Intermarriage ruthlessly pursued 

greater wealth and power, even at the expense of genetic prudence. The current crisis arose 

when Princess Ma’Lik, wife of an elderly Prince Jff, brother to King Sal, of the Ezti line, wished to 

marry following the death of Jff (in suspicious circumstances, inevitably). This was a scandal 

rarely tolerated without considerable remuneration and discretion, but to make matters worse 

Ma’Lik’s chosen partner was not of the approved inner circle. ‘Ayt’Hm’ was still a Mayem noble, 

but he had made his fortune in Vidal with manufacture of the latest nano technology. Ma’Lik 

was still of child-bearing age at thirty-four, and scandal also swirled around any future children 

the union may issue, but mainly it agonised over the conspicuous shift in wealth it stood to 

bring, and the implicit shame for Ma’Lik’s worthy but poorer brother and sisters. Mark was 

struck by the outstanding beauty of the various ladies sweeping across the screen – very much 

to international standards and quite in contrast with N’Dyr’s supposedly stereotypical 

appearance. He wondered how much was selective breeding and how much surgery. 

 

The remarriage issue had not been resolved in the old King’s court. He had merely ruled that 

Ma’Lik was free to marry beneath her but her late husband’s wealth then reverted to the King, 

enraging his other siblings. There were threats and counter threats from all quarters. If all were 

realised Mayem aristocracy would be promptly decimated. But as usual, most would turn out to 

be empty, misguided or botched. Revenge deaths were usually matters of stabbing or poisoning 

and the traditional province of palace guards. But when these proved untrustworthy in recent 

times, the task shifted to less intimate, more practised hands. This too was cause for concern. To 

complicate matters, the groom-to-be, Ayt’Hm was determined to flaunt his wealth to 

prospective in-laws and neighbours, with a grand outdoors ceremony in the grounds of a newly 

acquired palace, upgraded with fountains, an amphitheatre, landing strip, a private zoo and 

carnival rides. The plan was possibly to make the event as crowded and chaotic as possible, 

thwarting any carefully planned hit. But Ayt’Hm also brought a new level of intrigue from the 

south, in elaborate surveillance and infiltration of hostile families. There were rumours he knew 

precisely where assassins would be positioned and had covered them with his own undercover 

hit squads.  

 

L&L had been engaged primarily by Princess Ma’Li, younger sister to Ma’Lik. This was some way 

into proceedings and brought veiled accusations of a conflict of interest from certain quarters. 

The agency, shrewdly refused to dignify such slurs with a response, but they came from former 
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and potential clients and could not be entirely discounted. But the fact that they were aware of 

rival plans, contracts on Princess Ma’Li, Prince B’ozo, the Princess’s younger, much resented 

brother (several teams seemed to be assigned to him) and predictably, on several of the King’s 

fabulous consorts, unquestionably muddied business principles. It was possible sniper teams 

would equal the number of guests, or that guests would avoid the occasion entirely, leaving only 

sniper teams, and that contracts had been placed against those as well. L&L could not confirm 

this conundrum but it was true it had affiliations and subsidiaries that were very likely engaged 

by one royal family or another and that some discreet consultation between parties seemed 

only sensible. Then there were the traditional court fixers, tactfully termed ‘lawyers’ for 

outsiders, who possibly plotted amongst themselves, in the service of Vidal corporations. It was 

a many layered cake. 

 

The situation was, as they say, “fluid”. Tomorrow was the big day and from all indications most 

invitations had been accepted and the palace, renamed - T’Chiz’ – had prepared forty bedrooms 

and a vast array of marquees around the airstrip. It was an image that for a moment reminded 

Mark of his local refugee camps. The briefing then switched to a large hologram of the palace 

and grounds. The team gathered around as Bryan identified the various buildings and wings, the 

extensive lawns and gardens. He used a remote pointer and introduced blocks of hypothetical 

crowds into the scene, little animations that mulled around marquees, stalls and various 

attractions. The estate was framed on the east and west by low hills and woods. From these, 

Bryan then drew little illuminated red lines, representing laser sightings from probable sniper 

placements for various targets. It was a crowded scenario, with teams targeting various royalty 

at various times. Understandably there was the temptation to rationalise the itinerary, resisted 

only in the interest of exclusive contracts. The paths of the bride and groom’s entourages were 

projected for the whole of the ceremony, from this doorway, to this terrace and then down 

steps and so on. There was protocol at some level, a schedule of some kind, if only as leaks to 

the press.   

 

But there were also counter measures, where probable sniping positions were identified and 

these in turn targeted by opposing sniping teams. One or two of these could be confirmed as of 

now. The hologram was soon an intricate crisscross of red lines that troubled Mark and his team. 

The joker in the pack was the use of armed drones that were mainly the initiative of Ayt’Hm but 

matching counter measures there as well, could not be ruled out. The wealth of the aristocracy 

was inexhaustible. These drones were the chief concern for Bryan’s assignment. He pointed to 

more distant, slightly higher hills to the west. These would be their FFP (final firing position). 

Their insertion point would be as near to that hilltop as possible. Their target would be any 

drones they spotted. Mark tried not to sound disappointed, much less incredulous when he 

confirmed that they were here to shoot drones? Bryan nodded matter-of-factly, explaining that 

they had to appreciate they were part of a much broader plan which could not be accomplished 

without the threat of drones effectively neutralised. The drones could not be easily hijacked or 

intercepted by radio signal because they ran on a pre-programmed path up until firing. That was 

the only point at which a radio signal might be intercepted and it was too late. They had to be 

taken out from the ground and with complete assurance.  
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The team exchanged guarded looks. Bryan then handed over to Oltab who switched the 

hologram model to just a 2-D map of the region and pointed out general orientation. The north 

of Mayem mostly bordered Vaxixana, to the east another smaller coastal nation. The T’Chiz 

Palace lay slightly to the west, not far from the northern border. The western coastline swelled 

out as it reached Vaxixana, headed across towards Monstereyne, as Monstereyne’s southern 

coast and Oltab tapped at their current location, not far from the southern coast, not far from 

the Vaxixana border. He traced the main traffic routes through Vaxixana into Mayem, by air and 

road and explained they would be avoiding these because of tight surveillance. Vaxixana could 

be very difficult to deal with. Instead they would fly straight down over the sea and then swing 

east and cross the Mayhem coast where it was still relatively secluded, lots of little bays and 

inlets. Their initial destination would be a small villa he had rented, not far from the coast. He 

was leasing it in order to be near the Ma’Lik palace and with their approval. It was all above 

board. The team would arrive there later tonight; he was simply awaiting confirmation for the 

moment. The final stage of their insertion would be in the morning, ideally close to midday. This 

also depended upon co-ordination with other teams to the overall L&L strategy.  

 

Luncheon was a subdued affair. The catering staff had more or less reverted to fast food, but 

could offer glasses of white wine from a cardboard cask to accompany various sandwiches. The 

fruit was not quite fresh, Mark realised, chewing on an apple, stubbornly. Bryan picked at his 

white salad that came in a cellophane wrapper, pausing to answer his phone then rising to stroll 

away, his head inclined to one side with hushed importance. The others watched. “Did someone 

say ‘crazy’?” asked Sorna without looking up from her beans and rice confection. “I knew there 

was a reason I hadn’t worked with L&L before” Mark ventured softly, laying aside his apple core. 

All eyes watched Bryan disappear out the door. Ruhl smiled. The credit was good but there were 

a lot of moving parts to this one. He shook his head slowly. Tobi chimed in with “How hard can a 

clay pigeon session be?” Marked played nice, noting that the approximate distance on the 

model would be a kilometre, directly over the palace grounds, further to the far side, and that 

with the scale of the drone, its velocity and direction variable, to be calculated along with any 

cross wind, depending upon weapon, bullet calibre and momentum drop, it was not necessarily 

a simple matter of reflex shooting. To which Sorna added, not to mention multiple targets, an 

assigned priority or sequence and the possibility of their FFP compromised by successive shots. 

They could just as easily find themselves targeted from the air. It would not be a stroll in the 

park and they were not being paid for just target practice. Nu piped up asking if she might know 

what the others were being paid but no-one volunteered.  

 

Sorna shook her head, finally swallowed a reluctant mouthful and said she had counted sixteen 

cross-fires on the model. This was an insane plan. She could not understand why anyone in their 

right mind would risk attending the ceremony. Ruhl shrugged. He had counted twenty and if she 

ever met any of the old Mayem nobility, she would know ‘right mind’ did not apply. They lived in 

a kind of bubble. They had no interest in the outside world really. They worshipped an ancient 

astrology and took their orders from the sun and moon. The ceremony was probably ordained 

mainly on calendar terms – an ancient esoteric calendar. Basically they were fatalistic. The gods 

would either protect them or sacrifice them on the occasion. Mark assumed Ruhl had prior 

dealing with them, to which he nodded. He had worked twice with L&L there, one a straight hit, 

the other a ‘lift’. Kidnappings and ransom were also a major pastime up there. There were only 
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really six families and their various tangled branches, controlling something like a quarter of the 

world’s finance. He smirked and shook his head. L&L knew all about divide and rule. So did 

Vaxixana. Were they rivals with L&L? In this neck of the woods, definitely, replied Ruhl.  

 

The third session brought another familiar face for Mark, together with an equally familiar array 

of weapons. Bryan introduced Mr Gregory Shearer, formerly Lieutenant Shearer of the 402
nd

. He 

was L&L’s weapons consultant and operations supervisor. The two were obviously on very good 

terms. Greg was a short figure, barrel-chested, bald with a red weathered face, early fifties. He 

had a bustling, no-nonsense manner and had changed little in the intervening years. Upon the 

team re-entering the common room, Greg had instantly pointed to Mark - “Smanno!” and 

crossed to shake hands. He had heard Mark was finally on the team but didn’t really believe it 

until now. Mark tried to return the cheer, but the occasion was a little more challenging for him. 

He remembered Greg well, an excellent shooter and already a ballistics expert, obsessive about 

weapons maintenance and intensely competitive. Greg’s eyes were narrowed with pleasure as 

they awkwardly embraced, largely for the benefit of the rest of the room. At best, Mark could 

marvel that Greg had hardly changed in twenty years. They both laughed; a forced camaraderie. 

Oltab made a discreet exit once the weapons inspection began.   

 

On a long trestle table were displayed the chosen arms and accessories. Pride of place went to 

the long BLRS5–D rifle with tripod and flexi-head, a straight pull bolt action, integral suppressor 

or silencer, five round box magazine for 7.62 X 51 mm cartridges with subsonic options. Optional 

barrels. The sights were mounted directly to the barrel, with powered front focal optics, 

calibrated crosswind and bullet-drop compensation as well as night sight options. Sights and 

barrel unscrewed as one unit for ease of carrying using a hex key, attached to the underside of 

the stock. The case was soft padded with an over-shoulder strap as well as carry handle. Three 

additional magazines were supplied for each barrel, all rounds customised for each barrel. All 

DOPE (data on previous exercises) tested and updated by Greg personally, available in the 

notepad, inset in the stock. Mark nodded matter-of-factly. He had queries, vaguely, but waited. 

The spotter’s sights were also laser-powered, supported by an adjustable tripod with special 

vibration absorption. It too was calibrated for crosswinds, speed and direction of target. Sorna 

tried things out against a test screen, knew the brand but only earlier models, wanted to consult 

the DOPE log. Greg was happy to oblige.  

 

The others congregated further along the table at the hand guns and SMG display. They were 

the fairly standard 9mm makes - suppressors optional for the side arms, belts and holsters, 

additional magazines. Greg ran through a breakdown and cleaning just as a refresher – indicating 

accessories. If they were using more than two magazines with either weapon something was 

very, very wrong and the assignment was in abort. But he did not anticipate anything more than 

perhaps surprising some of the wildlife. The parklands or cultivated forest was stocked with 

bears and various wildcats, all kinds of crazy species that took the Mayem fancy. Their 

gamekeepers were something else, was he not right, Ruhl? Ruhl laughed and nodded. The team 

were not to hesitate at the bustle in a hedgerow – squirt a couple of rounds to make sure it 

stops, just to be on the safe side. Everyone armed themselves, donned accessories. There were 

questions over details, mainly to register the questioners’ expertise but Greg fielded them 

genially. Once the conversation lapsed, he drifted back around to Mark. “No questions?” he 

offered. Greg had been very thorough although Mark did wonder if the new laser with pulse 

bounce rather than bullets had been an option? Greg nodded. They only had one at the 

moment. They were very high maintenance. That plasma burst made the whole process much 

simpler obviously but took some re-skilling. There was one team in the current project that 

would be using one. He hoped Mark didn’t mind. Mark did not, but wondered if he knew the 
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shooter? Greg smiled. Mark probably knew at least half of their shooters, but obviously 

identities were confidential at this point.  

 

Mark could tell Greg was slightly irked by the question about the latest developments, perhaps 

felt threatened by a peer’s experience, sensed criticism. Greg had always been a little too quick 

to take offense. Mark was supposed to be grateful just to finally find a spot on the L&L gravy 

train and to give Greg an easy time because of that. He was supposed to be the one with poor 

people skills, but did anyone ever consider the poor specimens he had to deal with? He could 

only nod, regretted opening his mouth. Bryan caught Greg’s eye room across the room and Greg 

moved toward him, a slight grip on Mark’s arm as farewell. Bryan and Greg stood near the door 

discussing things. Mark eased toward the rest of the team, but watched. Eventually, Bryan 

announced that the session was completed, thanked everyone and especially Mr Shearer, 

explained that the team would not see either of them now until the assignment was completed 

in a debrief. Oltab would provide details of that in due course. For now, they bid them farewell 

and the very best of luck. As they moved off, Bryan shot Mark an outstretched pointing finger, 

saying they were relying upon Sman’s record. He had a strangely determined grin. Mark saluted 

with one finger, filed that grin. There was a pause; everyone quietly exchanged responses to the 

weapons; a few anecdotes and jokes. Oltab rejoined them after a while and trusted all was 

good? announced that dinner would be served shortly.  
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They were to depart at 1815 hours, to be packed and assemble with full kit in the courtyard. 

Dinner was around 1700 hours, a vaguely seafood menu. Prawns in spicy noodles found favour 

with Tobi and Nu who shared a double helping, toasting each other with rice wine in plastic 

glasses. Mark supposed they were on their way to being a couple, if not one already. Ruhl and 

Sorna consulted their devices for the last time, rapt and remote. Finally glasses were downed to 

toast for a smooth insert, then chairs pushed back, rising and filing upstairs. The courtyard had 

no floodlights, only a few uplights in flower beds. In the darkness they could make out a large 

black vehicle, slightly smaller than a tour bus, but very streamlined. The nose was almost like 

that of an airliner. Wheels were small, recessed. There were no windows, not even a 

windscreen, no markings, no door or hatches, just a sleek smooth volume. It would not have 

fitted through the archway but somehow here it was; in the middle of the courtyard as if by 

magic. Mark supposed it was a ‘flyer:’ a rare craft using ant-gravity technology. He had seen 

smaller ones years ago in Abkr, where the technology had originated. Did others have it now? He 

did not know.  

 

Sorna had ridden in one a couple of times. It was like nothing was actually happening. There was 

no sense of motion in the slightest, only the lowest of hums. It was like being in a time machine. 

L&L leased one from some other corporation in Vidal. She did not think they built them there. 

She thought they were completely automated, had no need of a crew, judging from her previous 

experience. Everything was programmed. They were spooky. Ruhl had only heard of them; stood 

intrigued. Oltab appeared, without the ceremonial ribbon, a sports jacket and beige shoes, 

carrying a holdall. He marched toward the craft and a door suddenly emerged just aft of the 

nose, swung down to provide steps. He boarded and motioned to the others to follow. Inside it 

was dim and surprisingly Spartan. There were benches along each wall, maybe seating twenty. 

There were no overhead lockers, no seatbelts, no windows. They took their places, kits between 

their legs or in the ample aisle, looked around expectantly. The cockpit was open plan, two seats 

in front of an array of screens and a console with various keyboards.   

 

Oltab dropped his holdall on one of the cockpit seats and briefly explained a flyer for those 

unfamiliar with the craft. It could travel by road or air, could land and take-off vertically, could 

be fully programmed or driven relatively manually. Tonight they would be flying for roughly an 

hour. The flight was automated but he would be keeping in touch with L&L and the palace, 

should last minute adjustments be needed. They synchronised watches. He turned and began to 

tap at a keyboard, donning a headset. The team sat expectantly but nothing seemed to happen. 

At best they could detect a faint hum beneath their feet after a while. Oltab murmured in a 

strange tongue. Ruhl and Sorna strained to hear but could not make it out. After some minutes 

Oltab turned and announced they had now departed Monstereyne without detection and would 

just loiter over the sea awaiting an opportune moment to head towards Mayem. The others fell 

into conversation about investment opportunities in Monstereyne compared with Mayem, rent, 

public transport, schools and health care. Oltab murmured on, pondering his screens and 

tapping away.  

 

Mark wondered what he would do with his new credit. Just give the whole thing to his ex’s 

lawyers and be done with it? Would that ensure an adequate education for his two deeply 
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disappointing sons? It was probably too late. It was hard to say who they took after, inclined to 

neither he nor his ex. They were throwbacks it was difficult to reconcile. He did not see the 

assignment opening the way to further opportunities. His age and fitness were against him in 

this line of work. As it was, he was faced with some rugged terrain to be traversed briskly and 

was apprehensive. Yet he did not feel he could go back to St Frank afterwards either. It felt like 

he had crossed some line, broken free and did not really know where he would go next. It was 

exciting but troubling. 

 

Eventually Oltab pulled off the headset and announced they had arrived. He sighed with relief, 

grabbed his holdall and led the way down the steps. Outside there was moonlight and they 

could make out that they were parked on a pink gravel path to one side of an immaculately 

maintained formal garden, tiny hedges in a maze before an imposing villa, known as Villa Asto. It 

was in an antique style, possibly hundreds of years old. There were lights on inside, here and 

there. Beyond the building, they could vaguely make out the dark mass of the steeply rising ‘hill’ 

where they were to be inserted tomorrow. Somewhere they could hear the distant rush of 

water, a waterfall or rapids, possibly. They sauntered towards the building, up steps, across a 

terrace, past weathered statuary towards a grand doorway with waiting servants. Extensive 

courtesies were exchanged between Oltab and an older lady named N’Sant. Mark presumed she 

was the housekeeper, she was subtly deferential. There were two other servants, a young man 

and woman, as yet unintroduced, all wore a long flowing top of viridian with a high collar over 

black trousers and gold sandals, matching cap. They led the way into a fabulous interior, 

probably a lounge or salon. There was an ornate ceiling with chandeliers (unlit) flock covered 

walls with painted portraits and scenes of hunting, antique furniture or exacting facsimiles, 

grand carpets, intricate rugs, throw cushions, sconce lamps and tall reading lamps. They trooped 

in awe.  

 

Oltab explained that he had been entertaining some important guests recently and 

unfortunately the bedrooms upstairs were still taken, he clapped his hands with disappointment. 

The team would have to make do with the couches and floor here or next door – he gestured to 

a smaller room further along. His hands came together in orison. The servants would bring 

bedding later, but what he could offer, as consolation and token of his gratitude for their 

sacrifices, was a modest supper. He waved toward a long table to one side, deeper into the 

building and on a slightly raised platform. The table was laden with hors d’oeuvres, antipasto, 

salads and finger food. There were many jugs and flasks of local nectar, an array of glasses and 

goblets. Oltab insisted all were of minimal alcoholic content but deeply refreshing. He could 

personally vouch for their recuperative qualities, could not tolerate inebriation privately or 

socially. Some of them were no more than chilled exotic fruit juices, but the team were cautious. 

Tomorrow was their big day. There were hushed enquiries from the servants and to Oltab’s 

surprise, music. 

 

It was a kind of folk trio, a stringed instrument, somewhere between a harp and a guitar, a pipe, 

notionally a woodwind, with an inflatable bag somewhat like bagpipes and similar wail and a 

loosely strung drum over a shallow hoop played with a short spoon-like implement. The tunes 

were slow at first, somewhat maudlin. An older man, again plainly Abkric both in face and dress 

played the pipe, with a mischievous eye for Oltab. An older local lady played the stringed 

instrument and the young male servant played percussion. Soon the young serving girl joined 

them to dance, clapping and snapping her fingers, enticing Oltab to join her, and with rousing 

encouragement from the rest of the table, did so. The dancers spun one another around, arms 

linked, first in one direction, then the opposite, the other arm raised and hand flipping, the other 

leg flexing or kicking. When the music paused Oltab reeled away laughing, drank lustily from a 

flask and put his arm around the piper, explained that he was actually an honoured guest, his 
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Uncle Ptin, and stroked the curled ends of his generous moustache affectionately. Ptin declined 

the flask and nodded into another number merrily. Oltab’s partner had collected dishes and 

departed in the meantime and instead he gestured to Mark, beckoned him as the others again 

clapped encouragement and the trio hit their straps.  

 

It was all part of some unexpected fun. Mark shrugged and linked arms. Oltab then called to the 

others and Ruhl and Sorna, Tobi and Nu formed twirling couples. With the end of each jig, Oltab 

insisted they all drink long from the local nectar – it was a vital part of the ritual. The drink did 

not have much of a punch, seemed closer to a fruit cordial to Mark, but he did not remember 

much more of the evening. When he awoke he was lying on a couch, covered with a black 

crocheted shawl. The room was quiet, seemingly deserted. He rose without difficulty, realised he 

was in the adjacent room and as he wandered back to the main room found Tobi and Nu 

entwined on the floor, just their heads visible from under a comforter. The room was dimmer 

now; some lamps had been turned off. He glanced at his watch, it has just gone 0200. He went 

looking for the toilet, somewhere in the rear, following the hallway the servants had used. It too 

was dimly lit now. He found the right door but as he returned he noticed light from a doorway 

further down the hall and could not resist investigating. 

 

As he approached he heard a noise from within. When he peeked around the doorway he saw 

N’Dyr trying to open a large jar containing teabags. Her back was to him, she wore a scarlet 

dressing gown with a bold floral pattern in green. He waited. At some point she turned, giving up 

on the jar and replacing it on a shelf. Then she noticed him out of the corner of her eye. She 

froze for a moment. “Would you like a mug of water?” she asked finally. Mark straightened and 

announced quietly that this was a surprise. She nodded and poured a mug of water from a 

steaming kettle, handed it to him. There was another pause. She did not owe him any sort of 

explanation. She did not know why she felt she did. She had a private life. He should understand. 

And he did. He was not making any judgements. He was hardly in a position to do that. He had 

just supposed that her private life would be separate from her professional one. She smiled 

indulgently. “Do you think he is beneath me?” she asked. “Do you think because he has so many 

beauties upstairs he does not still want me? Do you think I am that unattractive?” He did not 

think that. Actually he was thinking the opposite, that a foreigner would find her all the more 

attractive. Again she smiled, sphinx-like. It was...and her hand waved back and forth. This was 

just a passing game. They both knew that. It was harmless. She understood him a little better for 

it. And he... he... She could not go on. She breathed deeply, trying to compose herself. Mark 

stepped closer, chancing his insight. “And he uses you? Your connections?” “He thinks he does”, 

she said bitterly. But two can play at that. He will see. He will learn. He cannot have it both ways.  

 

Mark did not entirely follow the politics. But she was clearly upset by the power play in her 

private life. “He will never know enough!” she affirmed, almost in tears. She would make sure of 

that. Mark did not know what more to say. They stood there in silence. She gradually regained 

composure, her breaths deep, measured. Finally he said he did not even have her number for 

drinks afterwards, more or less to lighten things up, change the topic. But he could see his 

people skills were wide of the mark as usual. She dabbed at her eyes, sipped her mug. She had a 

site – Event-Net – was all she would say. She glared at him; her voice fell away, thick. He finished 

his mug, could only thank her for her honesty and return to his couch.  
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In the morning the team queued for the bathroom, cheerful but low key. Servants brought a 

light breakfast afterwards. Everyone was quiet, business-like, checked gear one last time. Oltab 

appeared, now dressed in the uniform of a delivery driver for a gourmet groceries chain. There 

was a white baseball cap, t-shirt with company logo, white jeans and sneakers. It was 1030. He 

joked about his other job but this was to be his part in the insertion, and with luck, extraction. 

Outside on the gravel path, where the flyer had been, stood a white delivery van, as if 

miraculously transformed. The plan had been that they would return to the villa on extraction, 

but as a precaution Oltab now decided it would be best if they brought their kits with them, in 

case there were any last minute adjustments. The team obliged, trooped out with kit and gear to 

the back doors of the van. It had empty racks that would accommodate kits, but it was a squeeze 

for five bodies. Reluctantly, Oltab allowed Mark to sit up front. Oltab was anxious that the van 

appear absolutely normal, with just a driver. As a concession, Mark donned his baseball cap. He 

could be learning the route.  

 

The van was just a van, could not fly and drove around the side of the villa where Mark spied 

N’Dyr’s little red roadster parked discreetly beneath some trees. When they reached what was 

actually the front of the building, he saw there were three or four limousines parked on a 

circular concourse. The van skirted the arrangement and made its way down a short driveway to 

high gates which slowly swung open onto an old stone bridge. Somewhere beneath there was a 

roaring river. On the other side the bridge met a passing road, well maintained but narrow. 

Beyond that, a forest rose steeply, all the way to the sky. Somewhere up there was their 

intended FFP. Mark had supposed more tropical vegetation but regarding it now he decided it 

belonged to a more temperate climate, perhaps northern Asia? The van began a meandering 

zigzag ascent, seemingly on an endless detour. Such vans were commonplace travelling between 

estates and ought to allay any suspicion but this route was just a little too obscure or the driver 

had lost his way. Oltab constantly weighed possibilities. They twisted and turned along ridges, 

across other bridges, slowly rising through dark glades punctuated with shafts of sunlight. Oltab 

knew exactly where he was going and pulled over onto a cleared shoulder, one of regular spaces 

used for allowing traffic from the opposite direction to pass. It was dug into the side of the hill, 

had its own steep sides and dank overgrowth.  

 

Oltab sprang out and opened the back doors, led Ruhl over to a place where there was some 

barely discernible track up the slope, maybe just a step or two dug into the shoulder. Ruhl 

followed it for a few steps, searched the ground ahead then jumped back down. The team were 

now wearing their war paint. Tobi and Nu were to carry the rifle, Mark would go ahead of them, 

Sorna would go ahead of Mark and Ruhl would lead on point. They had almost forty minutes on 

their timetable but it was steep, steeper than Ruhl had expected. They would not rush, the pace 

would be measured, methodical, he emphasised to Tobi and Nu. He and Sorna would scout for 

wildlife; the other three were just to pace themselves. There was to be absolutely no talking. If 

necessary, there could be just a whisper or hand signs. No one questioned Ruhl’s leadership. 

Even Oltab listened closely. He would be waiting here until 0115 as planned, would reverse the 

van around for the extraction. They moved out. 
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It was not a particularly warm day but it was soon sweaty. The slope was not quite ninety 

degrees but probably not far off eighty. They grasped undergrowth for balance and traction, 

clawed their way up. Occasionally there was a surface root worn smooth as a step, but that was 

about the only evidence of a track. Ruhl would climb on ahead for a few metres and then return 

to check on the rest. At one point he held up his hand to call a halt under a giant tree trunk. 

Everyone should have a sip of water from their flasks, but just a sip. He climbed down to Tobi 

and Nu, could see that she was struggling with her end of the rifle kit and took it himself. Nu 

would follow Mark, Sorna would lead. He shot her a searching look and she nodded and turned 

to continue up. Mark was breathing hard but did not feel as bad as he had anticipated. His 

sunglasses were pushed up onto his hat and he mopped his eyes with a wristband. He kept to 

small, steady steps, the training was not forgotten. It was just that he was out of shape.  

 

They plodded on for another fifteen minutes before Sorna came skidding back down. They had 

reached the road at the crest. Ruhl nodded and placed an index finger over his lips as he picked 

his way forward. The others followed cautiously, as far as the edge of the road. All was quiet. 

Ruhl crossed over and mounted the gentle slope to the crest. The trees were thinner there. 

Mark scoured overhead for drones. Tobi and Nu conferred in close looks, little signs. He pointed 

to the safety catch on her SMG. They all caught their breath a little, held it. Suddenly there was a 

rapid burst of gunfire, followed by suppressed fire, muffled but unmistakable and everyone 

jumped. Somewhere on the other side of the crest there was a deep mournful howl. There was 

more gunfire, shouts and Ruhl raced back, skipping sideways, looking behind him, “We’re made! 

Abort! Abort!” and fired back towards the crest again. Mark pointed to the sky, reached for his 

pistol. Small metallic green drones, perhaps 60 cm long, shaped like teardrops with transparent 

wings, a loose formation of perhaps six, followed the road around toward them and drew 

everyone’s fire. Nu fired with her SMG from the hip, spraying most of a magazine. Behind her, 

Mark locked his outstretched arm and took down two with two rounds at around fifty metres. 

Nu raised her little gloved fist in triumph. But Mark was gone.  

 

Tobi had hoisted the rifle to the roadside when Mark leap right over him. “Forget the rifle! It’s 

abort! We’re out of here!” He descended in two and three metre leaps, crashing through the 

undergrowth, his pistol in one hand, the other arm wheeling for balance. He swivelled sideways 

for better balance on landings, his leading leg taking most of the weight, his trailing leg doing the 

pushing. He bounced off tree trunks, spinning and bulldozing through the undergrowth. He 

wasn’t worried about a path now, as long as he was descending at full speed. There was no time 

to look around, to watch for drones or the rest of the team. He could only hope they were 

following. He could still hear gunfire, SMG and pistol and that awful deep howling, whatever it 

was. It sounded huge. He bounced and dodged on and on, longer, wilder leaps down a slippery 

slope. He hit the road again, almost overshot it but could find no passing shoulder, no delivery 

van. He looked both ways, eventually ran back down the road’s slope to find one, but empty. 

Was it the right one? He was drenched and exhausted. He looked for tyre tracks and saw fresh 

ones in one corner, where a van may have turned around. Then Sorna and Nu came bursting 

back down the path, Sorna towing a tumbling, wild-eyed Nu. They staggered toward him, told 

him Ruhl and Tobi were coming, were doing rearguard. Where was the fucking van? What had 

happened? Mark could only shrug. It looked like some sort of set-up.  

 

There was no time to discuss the situation. He pointed down the slope on the other side of the 

road and told them to just keep going down, down, down. Then he led the way. In theory, if he 

was not killed in the meantime, the descent should return him to the villa. By this time he was 

finding it harder to leap and keep his balance, judge the distances. He slipped on fallen tree 

trunks, skidded and crashed into others, could only try to maintain a momentum, keeping side 

on, like a surfer. He crossed the road another couple of times still without reaching level ground 
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or sight of the villa. He had no idea where the rest of the team were, no longer heard gunfire, 

but still heard that unearthly howl. Eventually the slope eased and he stumbled and tumbled 

onto the road at the base of the hill. He could hear the river but he could not see the villa. Again, 

he had to gamble on a direction and luckily spied the old bridge turn-off just ahead. He loped 

along, spent, listened for the others. When he reached the bridge he realised he could not scale 

the estate gates. He did not have the strength. And somehow he knew it would be futile. The 

villa would be deserted. There would be no flyer for extraction. The whole thing had been a set-

up.  

 

He slumped over the parapet on the bridge, trying to catch his breath, watch for the rest of the 

team. He heard more cracking and snapping in the undergrowth somewhere, shouts, and finally 

Sorna and Nu emerged, still hand in hand, coming back along the road. He could only wave his 

pistol to them. They returned the compliment. There was still that deep howling back up there in 

the forest and 9mm unsuppressed shots now. Maybe it was some sort of giant bloodhound. 

When Sorna and Nu reached him he could only nod to the gates and shake his head, 

despairingly. He hauled himself up onto the parapet and promptly launched himself down into 

the roaring torrent of white water. It was quite a drop and he prayed it was deep enough and 

although his boots touched rocks, maybe four metres below the surface, he was unharmed and 

could kick to the surface and quickly gasp. Sorna watched, saw him resurface and asked Nu if she 

could swim. Nu shook her head, either at the question or the immediate prospect. Sorna said 

that was okay because she could, and grabbing Nu by the back of her trousers and collar, 

launched her over the parapet then followed.  

 

Ruhl had only glimpsed them, still trying to take down one those fucking hell hounds with a 

handgun while shouldering Tobi, who had taken a hit in the heel from a vicious little drone. 

There was more deep howling from somewhere behind them. Look at the size of those things! 

They were like fucking dinosaurs. He thought he glimpsed the villa at one point but by the time 

they cleared the trees he was just in time to see Sorna launch herself off the bridge into the river 

for some reason. It was turning out to be that sort of day. Tobi was on drone watch and fired his 

SMG at arm’s length, pistol style, finally hit one. They hobbled over toward the bridge. That howl 

was still coming after them, damn it. Ruhl regarded the locked gates. There was a kind of 

forbidding vibe there. He looked down from the bridge into the roaring white water. Could Tobi 

swim? – Of course! He was a Conk. But he was a Conk on one leg. Ruhl was uncertain of his own 

aquatic ability and looked around for raft-type shit. He noticed polystyrene packing forms that 

were being used as funky flower pots by the gate. He emptied them and explained they were 

taking some water wings as insurance. He broke the polystyrene into little blocks and stuffed 

them inside his shirt, told Tobi to do the same. By this time the giant hell hound was dragging its 

handlers across the road. There was just time for a parting shot or two before they dropped 

from sight.  
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Mark’s plunge had not been mere whim or tantrum. The thought had been if there really were 

giant hounds tracking them, then a stretch of water might throw them off the scent for a while. 

It worked that way in old movies. They were all he had to go on. He was convinced capture 

would not end well for the team. Surrender might not even be an option. They were in a fairly 

ruthless business, after all. The water was cold but not freezing, the current powerful and it was 

all he could do to keep afloat. He fended off boulders, was pulled down by some currents, 

needed to go to the bottom and then bounce up to regain air. The river twisted this way and 

that, it was impossible to guess his position. Then the current slowed, the river broadened and 

treading water became easier. On one side were high stone walls, he supposed the back of the 

estate, on the other, seeming parkland. A loud outpouring alerted him to a waterfall somewhere 

ahead. The question was what sort of drop was involved and how deep the pool below might be. 

He was lucky. It was only a drop of around three metres and the pool was deep enough to avoid 

injury. He began to make for the parkland bank. There were locks or some sort of filtration 

buffers further along the river. It was probably part of a weir or reservoir at this point.  

 

He waded the last few metres up to the bank, it was paved, manmade. He hauled himself onto a 

lawn, lay there and watched for the others. His pistol was still in his hand. He did not have to 

wait long.  Sorna and Nu squealed as they were tipped over the waterfall. Nu clung to Sorna’s 

back while Sorna swam breaststroke with powerful kicks. She was obviously very strong as well 

as tall. Mark stood and waved, tore off a low-lying branch of a tree to guide them. They 

stumbled ashore, slicking their hair back with one hand, a pistol in the other. Had they seen Ruhl 

and Tobi? They all turned to watch the waterfall. They waited some minutes. Nu remarked that 

Mark was in pretty good shape for an old fat guy. He wheezed with amusement. There was just 

the quick and the dead in this game. You did not get to be old and fat unless you were quick. 

Presently Ruhl and Tobi splashed down and the silent waving began. Ruhl waved back but he 

was waving in another direction. He was pointing to the sky further downstream. They could see 

three drones heading towards them, silently. When the drones drew closer they began to fire 

tiny blue laser beams at the team. Mark hit two of the drones and they disintegrated with pops. 

Someone else hit the third.  

 

They fished Ruhl and Tobi from the water with the branch. Ruhl was shaking his head, marvelling 

at Mark’s survival. Mark was watching the sky though and could only usher the team away from 

the water and under the trees. ‘No howling?” he said to Ruhl as they moved. They both listened, 

looked around. The parkland was more or less flat, extended away into the distance and seemed 

almost deserted. Further downstream, they could make out a large group, perhaps on a picnic. 

But that was all. The place was crisscrossed with asphalt paths that suggested joggers or cyclists 

but there were none. The team retreated further from the water, watching behind them 

nervously. They could hear no hell hounds. Then Nu called out “Bandit, six o’clock!” and they 

saw another drone weaving through the trees toward them. Mark swore; Tobi blasted it. Mark 

asked how the drones were tracking them, if not by hell hounds? Ruhl nodded, taking the point. 

It could not be by sight, not amongst the tree cover. The drones had to be tracking a positioning 

signal. Everyone stopped. Mark said it could be their guns, it could be their uniforms. All it took 

was a chip and micro-battery. He rubbed the shoulder patch on his uniform suspiciously. First 

they should lose the uniforms. If it was the guns, then they would go down blazing. Everyone 

stripped off the soaked uniforms, gear belts, even boots and socks, down to their underwear. 
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There was just their IDs on lanyards. Actually it was a relief to be rid of the clingy weight. They 

placed it all in a pile in a slight hollow, covered it with dead branches and leaves then retreated 

some distance to hide behind an enormous Banyan or fig tree with its sprawling external root 

system. 

 

They did not have to wait long.  Three more drones came swooping gently through the trees and 

made a beeline for the uniforms, proceeded to circle and laser them thoroughly. When they 

ceased fire they simply circled in tidy holding formation. The team’s guns failed to attract them. 

In the distance, a police van made its way around the riverside slowly, suspiciously. The team 

crept away, satisfied the drones were uninterested, but watching their backs for that red and 

green police van, then gradually hurrying to put distance into those zapped uniforms. They had 

no idea where they were going. It was still one big, strangely deserted park. Five people in just 

underwear with guns drawn and with their faces painted in camouflage makeup would normally 

have attracted attention in a public park, but today was not one of those days. The paths grew 

broader, more like roads but with nothing more beside them, no signs or fences. They found 

themselves outside some rundown buildings, at most a hedge on one side separating them from 

the rest of the park. Great spreading trees still towered over them protectively. The main 

building was long, single storey made of stone, badly weathered. There was a vaguely religious 

arch over the front door, tall narrow windows and an illegible sign or notice board. Ruhl 

explained there were a number of religious orders in the area, remnants of a time when this had 

been Vax territory. Mayem did not share their faith but tolerated them in their decline. That 

meant they were not far from the border, which may be useful.  

 

He guessed this was an old convent, going on vague recollections. They marched up to the front 

door and exercised its heavy knocker repeatedly. At length the door inched open and a tiny 

ancient lady in a purple nun’s habit peeped around the opening. Ruhl tried English and asked her 

if they could seek sanctuary on the convent grounds, they were being wrongfully pursued by 

palace forces. It had cost them all their clothes and there were monster hell hounds in the 

vicinity. It took a long time for the nun to understand. Her name was Sister Spacius. She was 

eighty-three and could speak English when needed. Her voice was tiny and trembled. She 

reached for her spectacles, which dangled around her neck. She nodded thoughtfully as Ruhl 

went over their story. “You’d be surprised how often this happens, actually” she sympathised. 

But she would have to consult with the Reverend Mother first and closed the door. The team 

could only wait nervously. Mother Tear-Raiser eventually came to the door and spoke from 

behind the narrow opening. She had a heavier, square face, wore gold rimmed spectacles and 

was eighty-five if she was a day. “How old do I look?” she asked them. “Around thirty” Ruhl 

replied, straight-faced. “Oh you!” she hissed. What was it they wanted again? He went over the 

story again, and there were hell hounds... She nodded stoically. They would be surprised how 

often this happened, actually.  

 

It was the duty of the church to offer sanctuary to those persecuted but the convent had few 

resources in recent times. Things had been on the slide faith-wise. The whole thing was dying 

out, she added wistfully. The convent was down to just herself and four sisters. She could permit 

the team to rest in the gatekeeper’s lodge. They looked around. There was another little stone 

building, hardly more than a garage, behind an overgrown vegetable garden. Ruhl gestured to it 

and Mother Tear-Raiser pulled the door open a little wider to see where he pointed. Yes, for 

some time it had been used as just a gardening shed. Times were tough. Was there any chance 

of clothes? The Reverend Mother looked them over, deeply troubled by the guns. “What is that, 

a Klimt-310?” she nodded to Mark’s gun. He shrugged, they were standard issue. Could he hit 

anything with it? He had to make do. As for clothes, the thing was they only had nun’s habits 

here. What street clothes they had, had long since been given to charity. Anything was better 
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than nothing, they pleaded. They were to go to the gatekeeper’s lodge and robes would be 

delivered to them. They all thanked The Reverend Mother, reverently.  

 

The front door of the ‘lodge’ was blocked or locked. Mark applied a gentle shoulder and it burst 

open. Inside it was like a Pharaoh’s tomb for gardening tools, mowers, various canisters and 

crates, all draped in cobwebs. There was a misted window that looked out over parkland. There 

were half a dozen office chairs that had been used more recently. They looked around. At least 

they were out of sight. They needed time to recoup, regroup, to think. It was only just 0200 

hours. Things might be easier after dark. Sorna pointed out that nun’s costumes might be a 

useful disguise, once they moved. Ruhl agreed. But what they needed was information from the 

media. Had there been a hit at the wedding? On whom? The local media cannot have failed to 

file a story of some kind. If the team knew a bit more they might be able to work out what had 

happened on the hill.  

 

What had Ruhl seen when he reached the crest? He had seen palace guards and troops – in the 

same uniform as the team – making their way up the opposite side. They could not wait for the 

team to set up their FFP and had stormed prematurely. Ruhl saw them just as they saw Ruhl and 

both sides fired and dived for cover. What about the hell hounds? At first Ruhl hadn’t seen them, 

only heard them. They seemed to come from somewhere off to the side. They seemed like a 

completely separate item. He had never seen anything like them. They were some kind of 

mutants, GM or something. He had stopped one, but they had very thick pelts, almost like 

armour. He just didn’t have the calibre. They really needed some outside feedback. He 

wondered if the convent had a device of any kind.  

 

Eventually two of the sisters pushed an old laundry trolley over to the lodge. It was filled with 

purple habits. Sister Bev and Sister Neenah grunted with the effort. One was eighty-three the 

other was eighty-one. Some of the garments were faded and full of holes. They were basically 

the habits of nuns that had passed away, which gave the team pause. Sizes were a problem for 

Ruhl and Sorna. The tunics were not so much a problem as the scapular, coif, wimple and veil. 

They went with the full look on Sorna’s suggestion that the disguise may come in handy. Nu tore 

up one of the ragged scapulars to make a dressing for Tobi’s heel. The cincture was just a cord 

tied around the waist. They were not a problem. Footwear required another trolley. Bev and 

Neenah trudged back to the convent. The team had anticipated sandals but in recent years, 

sneakers – factory seconds from several top brands – had gained a foothold in monastic circles. 

Sister Bev favoured Aribas. Ruhl pressed them on contact with the outside world. Did the 

convent have any telecom devices? They had two. But one was broken, the little screen 

shattered and the other could not be found, although it was bound to be somewhere about the 

place.  

 

Was there no contact with the outside world? They thought for a minute. There was Sister April, 

they supposed, in a pinch. Where was she? She was not actually a sister; they just called her that 

out of affection. She delivered their meals. They had their meals delivered? Yes, it was Meals On 

Wheels since Sister Gastro had passed, they conceded delicately. She had been the cook. No-one 

had the heart to enter the kitchen after that. It was reverence. What time did Sister April deliver 

the meals? Well it varied, it could be just after five, it could eight or even twelve minutes past, 

any time really, depending how busy she was. But she carried a phone with her at all times. It 

was not yet 1500 hours. Mark and Ruhl pushed the trolleys back to the convent. Sisters Bev and 

Neenah trailed behind, noted tasks awaiting them in the vegetable garden.   
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At 1606 hours a small veterinary truck with a large cage on the back containing two small white 

apes pulled up at the front door of the convent. April Canti sensed something amiss when the 

door to the gatekeeper’s lodge burst open and a gang of excited nuns waving firearms came 

racing after her. Their faces were smeared in camouflage paint. On the passenger seat beside 

her, were a stack of charity food trays. April was twenty-nine, a native of Gross Brittany with 

blue eyes and shoulder length blonde hair tucked up in a white baseball cap. The logo on the cap 

declared ‘Superb Veterinary Clinic’. She wore sunglasses, a white lab coat with the same badge 

on the breast pocket. She opened the door and one of the gang yelled “Christ aren’t you even 

going to cook them?” She was perplexed, removed her sunglasses. Some of the nuns were 

actually men. One was gesturing indignantly to the cage with Bobo and Mr Jonze huddling in one 

corner. Another desperately wanted to know if she had a device. She eyed them warily. Did they 

mind explaining themselves? What did they think this was? Yes, she was delivering meals to the 

convent. The Meals on Wheels office was just a few doors from the veterinary clinic where she 

worked. The meals were on the front seat, not in the cage. She sniggered. It was just a little 

favour she did the convent.  

 

She took out her phone and offered it to one with a big moustache. What was the emergency? 

They needed to find out what had happened at the Royal Wedding. April burst out laughing 

again. Honestly, she thought them pathetic, living out their lives vicariously through shallow 

celebrities. Where was their higher calling? Ruhl quickly navigated through screens looking for 

news. April could tell them that she had died. They looked to her. Which one? Princess Ma’Li. 

They were aghast. April explained a little defensively she just happened to see that while looking 

for work messages. The team exchanged desperate looks. Yes, apparently she was hit by a 

sniper... April continued, then her account fell away as she studied the camouflage on their 

faces. One of them cursed the makeup. Ruhl told her it wasn’t them. They had been hired by 

Ma’Li. They were supposed to protect Ma’Li. April regarded them suspiciously. It was hardly the 

work of nuns. The convent had offered them sanctuary and some clothing. They were 

freelancers, caught in a betrayal. Tonight they would make for the border. April studied their 

weapons. Was that a HK 908 she asked Sorna. Sorna nodded; it was strictly for short range stuff.  

 

April reminded them the park was not safe at the moment. It had been officially closed since this 

morning. Apparently some wild animals had escaped from the royal forest again. Their 

gamekeepers got up to weird things up there, her eyes rolled. She looked good when she did 

that. She had come to collect the clinic’s troop of apes from over on the zoological island but 

Bobo and Mr Jonze were all she could find. She feared the worst. The others looked around the 

parkland apprehensively. Could she help them? She donned her sunglasses. She would check 

with the nuns first. They helped carry the food inside. The convent was in a sorry state. There 

was a barren foyer, a kind of anteroom dim with a grubby couch and dead rubber trees in 

improvised polystyrene pots. On one side, there was an ancient vending machine for cigarettes, 

only operable with coinage no longer in circulation. It was a museum piece. Inside was the 

chapel, which could seat perhaps fifty with pews worn smooth and light with generations. It had 

probably always been stark, dark wood. Behind the chapel was the dining hall, four or five picnic 

benches. The nuns all sat around one, expectantly. At least there were windows. Tonight they 

would have pizza and a favourite soda. Leone went over the team’s story. The nuns all nodded. 
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Leone wanted to know if they had seen any dangerous animals? Four of them pointed to Ruhl. 

He had. Usually they were in the trees, volunteered Mother Tear-Raiser. “At night” added Sister 

Spacius. Sister Janeiro, a wizened eighty-six year old reminded them they did not go out at night. 

It was a rule.  

 

April collected the containers and wrappers, nodded to the team and bid the convent good 

evening. The nuns heartily returned the farewell then hoed in. Back at the truck April asked if 

the team would mind riding in the cage. Bobo and Mr Jonze were harmless. The cage was high, 

they could just about stand in it, the door wide enough. It was not more than a ten minute ride. 

She needed to make a quick stop in the nearby town to pick up some dry cleaning for the clinic, 

would need the passenger seat to lay it on. While parked in the main street, the truck attracted 

unwelcome attention. First it was just mischievous youths, calling unkind names at the nuns. The 

local populace did not follow the religion and despised them. Since none but Ruhl understood 

their tongue, it was not difficult for the team to ignore the remarks. But then others were drawn 

by the shouts and joined in, began to pelt the cage with refuse and rotten fruit. Finally Ruhl lost 

patience, stood and returned the abuse. The mob then realised he was a man and their disgust 

turned to mirth and found new insults for the order and its followers, questioned the true 

nature of the veterinary clinic. Their rage building, they mocked “Male nuns!” and began to rock 

the truck from side to side, scaring Bobo and Mr Jonze and prompting several of the team to 

draw their guns and order a retreat. Failing that, Mark fired a couple of rounds into the air, 

which had the desired effect. The mob now scattered with a cry translated as “Nuns with guns!”  

 

April came running out with a pile of white lab coats and blue theatre scrubs, dumped them on 

the passenger seat and raced around to the driver’s side, dodging refuse and obscene 

suggestions, both hands raised in surrender and apology to the team. The truck pulled away 

smartly, April clawing unpleasant substances from her baseball cap. The clinic was up the road, 

amid exotic plantations and a clutch of NFP ‘charities’. The clinic was a modern building in white 

stucco with red roof tiles, long and low. The truck continued past the covered entrance along a 

driveway to the back where there were holding pens. They eased Bobo and Mr Jonze into a 

vacant cage, encouraged by succulent vegetation then waited while April spoke with her 

colleagues. There was a staff of nine. The building had a waiting room at the front, several 

surgeries an operating theatre and laboratory. Offices were at the rear, near amenities. Finally 

she beckoned them in, hoped she and her colleagues would not live to regret this. They offered 

effusive assurances.  

 

They washed off their makeup and crowded into April’s office to watch the local news on a big 

screen. The bulletin was devoted to the assassination of Princess Ma’Li and a subsequent fire 

fight on the palace grounds that left at least five other royals dead and many wounded. The 

whole province was now in lockdown, with the national police taking charge. The latest 

development concerned the detainment of high profile security consultant Bryan Trelawne, in 

the service of the house of Ma’Li, his prompt admission of failure or incompetence. That was 

enough for the Ma’Li palace guard, they wanted the police to hand him over to them. The police 

would release him after questioning, but it may be in Mr Trelawne’s interests to remain in their 

custody for the present. He looked surprisingly composed as he was whisked along corridors at 

police headquarters.  He vowed to assist the police in tracking down the killer in any way he 

could but up here in the royal province he was probably looking at the death penalty – by 

beheading – officially or unofficially, chimed a studio pundit. It was not a jurisdiction noted for 

leniency or patience. There was no mention of Oltab which surprised some, but if Bryan had 

been nabbed, what exactly had happened to the team?                   
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Mark had been thinking about this for some time. He was convinced it was a set-up from the 

outset. They were to be sacrificed in order that the real hit squad could make a clean extraction. 

Bryan assumed the real hit would be made by one of his other teams and that the target was 

Princess Ma’Lik, but that was not necessarily so. Bryan’s composure on arrest seemed puzzling if 

he had been double-crossed. But maybe it was all part of the plan? What was not part of the 

plan was Mark’s team’s evasion. They were meant to be captured – possibly killed – and to 

promptly bring an end to the search for an assassin, to demonstrate the efficiency of the Ma’Lik 

palace guard and provide a decoy for the escape of the real hit squad. Since that part had not 

gone according to plan, the search for an assassin continued and presumably the real hit squad 

had not been extracted. Bryan’s vow to assist authorities in this search was therefore curious. 

Would he betray the real hit squad or merely try and find Mark’s team?     

 

The team were offered an exchange of their nun’s costumes for lab coats and scrubs, following 

discussion with April and staff concerning the ruckus outside the dry cleaners. The police would 

surely be calling soon and it was best if the team thought about their next move. Then, as the 

team shuffled from the room, unclipping their habits, the news bulletin cut to Doug Lockrey. A 

caption identified him only as a sales representative of Vitamesh, a company making a new kind 

of bullet-proof vest capable of withstanding laser pulses. The rest of the team failed to recognise 

Doug and were more interested in the costume change. But Mark instantly recognised him, even 

in a close-up of his hands, from just his voice and remained rooted to the spot. There was no 

acknowledgement of Doug’s other interests and the pitch was, had Princess Ma’Li been wearing 

the latest vest she may have survived. The item revealed two things to Mark and he froze the 

screen there. One, Doug deliberately made the case against Bryan stronger by implying his 

failure to provide adequate body armour for the Princess. Two, it implied that the Princess had 

been hit with one of the new plasma bounce, laser rifles. Mark had asked Greg Shearer about 

them and been told L&L only had one as yet and that another team would be using it. But was 

that other team one of Bryans? Mark thought about that for a moment, suspected there was 

some kind chess game being played between Doug and Bryan. They were both snakes. 

 

Mark stared at the frozen image of Doug looking down at the bullet-proof vest, lips pursed as he 

smoothed the vest with a hand. His condescending pie-face filled Mark with rage. Doug had 

wanted Mark’s name on the team just to sell it as some sort of bona fide to the client. He had 

harped on about his ‘perfect record’ – as had Greg. After all this time, what could it mean? To 

whom? Well, that was gone now. Did they take some private satisfaction in that? Was there 

some old grudge they harboured there? What about the rest of the team? Were there black 

marks against them as well, as disposable assets, debts to write down? Mark could believe it of 

Ruhl and Sorna, judging from passing remarks. As for Tobi and Nu, their only sin was to be token 

stereotypes in a cynical social agenda. Doug was that sort of guy, jealous, petty and ruthless. The 

room was empty now and Mark just stood there seething. Okay the extraction was also botched, 

but they had not quite managed to nail Mark yet. Mark had never played all the power games, 

had never looked for rewards there. He had been too obsessed with the hardware. But if Doug 

really thought he could just use Mark so cheaply, he had another thing coming.  
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He joined the others and exchanged disguises. Ruhl thought they should wait until dark and 

make for the Vaxixana border on foot, it was around four kilometres. He had Vax residency, and 

touched his ID. He would work something for the others and winked. Mark wanted to see if he 

could contact N’Dyr first. The others did not know N’Dyr and he had to explain her position. Ruhl 

was intrigued. It would only take a couple of minutes and they had nothing to lose.  The name of 

her agency was Something Event or Event Something. He searched local event management on 

the screen and found Event Net. There was a number. At first there was just a message option 

and he offered ‘Call Mark immediately!’ The others watched from the door. Mark sat before a 

keyboard. He pulled on a headset, telling the others they would only give it a few minutes. In a 

few minutes N’Dyr appeared, wearing gold-rimmed spectacles and some sort of traditional cap. 

She looked bookish and very worried.  

 

Where was he? They were on the run and probably did not have much time. Did she know about 

the betrayal? Did she know what had become of Oltab? She nodded sadly. Oltab had only done 

as instructed. After inserting Mark’s team on the hill he had made his way back east to the 

parkland on the other side of the palace where he collected another team and assisted their 

extraction on the east coast. They were probably in a shipping container heading south to Vidal 

by now. And Oltab? Because Mark’s team had evaded capture, the whole search pattern that 

ensued meant Oltab could not get back to the palace and had to find an alibi. He was staying 

with cousins of hers, had sent message from there to the palace. She had connected him to her 

cousins hours earlier, something she was uneasy about. Mark mentioned the latest news 

bulletin and Bryan’s pledge to help find the assassin. The team assumed that meant them. They 

had to try and cross the border tonight. N’Dyr shook her head. They would never get across. The 

police were all over it. The whole province was practically in a curfew. But she doubted Bryan 

could do much more than the police about finding Mark. He was just playing for time.  

 

Mark explained about the incident at the dry cleaners, unfortunately drawing attention to 

themselves. It took a bit of explaining. They had to assume the police would investigate, visit the 

clinic soon. N’Dyr had the name of the clinic from his call and asked if he could give her an hour. 

She would do something, extract them at least some of the way. Meanwhile the clinic staff had 

changed into their street clothes and locked up the place. All the animals were comfortable as 

the lights began to go out. The team were welcome to wait outside. The sun began to set as the 

staff made their way to their respective cars. They were parked in a row further along from the 

entrance. The team milled around the front door with their weapons concealed, watching their 

watches. Tobi and Nu pretended to look for escaped hamsters in the flower beds along the front 

of the building, calling out invented names, all the time keeping an eye on the road. Finally a red 

and green police van, much like the one they had seen in the park earlier, drew up across the top 

of the driveway, its lights flashing. Everybody pulled their guns, looked for cover. There was an 

agonising pause and then N’Dyr sprang from the passenger side door and bustled toward them. 

She held up one hand with an official-looking gold badge in it. She was wearing a green baseball 

cap and a broad ornate ribbon with a large gold pendant; much like the one Oltab had worn at 

the team’s first meeting. It could in fact be the same one. She shouted it was her, Mark, please 

they were not to shoot.  
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They rose warily, advanced slowly. She was dressed in a scarlet jumpsuit that did not flatter her 

figure. The lime green belt did not help. But she wore gold lame slippers that actually rescued 

the whole outfit. She wiggled her toes and the slippers sparkled. The team lowered their guns, 

won over. She quickly ushered them around to the back doors of the van where they scrambled 

aboard. She returned to her passenger seat, explaining that the van was on auto-drive. They 

could probably tell from the darker shades of red and green that this was not a civil police van, 

oh no, it was a van of The King’s Own Roving Guard with many special privileges throughout the 

province. They could drive on the wrong side of the road if they wanted. The police could not 

stop them. But they would not be drawing undue attention to themselves. They would drive 

directly east, to the provincial capital of Altun Jorn where she had arranged a flight for them to 

Vidal. That would not take long but they would have to sit tight there for a while, until things 

calmed down. She would join them when she could. She had event management stuff to sort 

out first. It was her busy season. 

 

It was an uphill journey through manicured countryside in long shadows. The town was small, 

quaint and quiet. Like most of the surrounding towns, it firstly processed agriculture, then 

serviced royal estates in other ways, housed staff and various trades, repairs and 

refurbishments. N’Dyr had an office here, somewhere in the back streets. The winding main 

street was now grudgingly illuminated, preserved a kind of heritage look of red brick and stone 

from hundreds even thousands of years ago, ancient civilisations, fleeting colonizers, as it 

descended to the town square, dominated by a forbidding temple on one side, sober civil 

administration on the other. The King’s Own Roving Guard had its headquarters around the 

back, but out of tact they would not be transferring there. They exited the square at the bottom 

and eased through a floodlit industrial estate to a vast marshalling space and rail yards. On the 

far side awaited a small white flyer. It was smaller than their previous flight, looked more like a 

tall, streamlined mini-bus. Again, it appeared to have no windows or doors, presented just a 

smooth volume, with the exception of small, recessed wheels. N’Dyr farewelled them from her 

seat, had to return the van to an uncle at the KORG HQ, for which she would repay him in ways 

that did not concern them.   

  

A door opened at the rear of the flyer and they found a cosy interior in pastel pink and mint 

green, matching carpet. A sofa and lounge chairs lined each wall, it could probably seat eight. 

There was a coffee table in the middle displaying magazines on holiday destinations and casual 

wear. There was no pilot, although there was a seat for one. Behind the seat was a tea and 

coffee dispenser. A synthesised female voice greeted them and introduced herself as pilot for 

the evening – Ray’Ch. It was not a young voice. The flight would take forty minutes and they 

were to help themselves to refreshments. On the walls, large screens served as windows, 

allowed them to watch the graceful lift-off and rotation across the dying rays of the sun. Ray’Ch 

asked after their day, assumed they would be relieved to put the whole disaster of the Royal 

Wedding behind them, which was more than Princess Ma’Li would be able to do, or that 

decadent bitch Ma’Lik – pardon her French. Ray’Ch knew AI were not supposed to have opinions 

but anyone who spent time in the royal province pretty soon saw the way some of them carried 

on. It was not right. There was a pause. If Ray’Ch had offended anyone they had only to say and 

she would re-programme herself. But some things needed saying at a time like this.  

 

Ray’Ch had been ferrying VIPs up and down this route for four years now and had seen a lot. 

Ma’Lik’s new husband, Ayt’Hm often had his execs fly up with her. They were all gentlemen. But 

that was business and business got confused with pleasure once in the province. It took some 

getting used to. She grunted. The worst were the spoiled brats sent up here to exclusive schools. 

They did not have the breeding and that could not be instilled. Little horrors, most of them. 

Could they see that Snake Plant beside the sofa, on the starboard side? Sorna pointed to the pot 
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plant. That was an absolutely divine Moth Orchid but some little shit – pardon her Latin again – 

tore the thing out and ruined one of her throw cushions with his disgusting behaviour. They 

thought they were above reproach. Most of the time, they were. She had been unable to get a 

replacement and had to settle for the Snake Plant, which was okayish but that Moth Orchid had 

really been special. She switched the wall screens to a brief montage of the Moth Orchid in situ. 

Okay, she had had to pump the humidity up a bit for it, but on short hauls where was the harm? 

She missed that plant. The monologue reminded Mark of his mother; phone crooked in her 

shoulder while she polished small brass animals that lived on the mantelpiece, in a one-sided 

conversation with a distant relative. 

 

Ray’Ch was finally obliged to announce they would be landing at Cloudland in two minutes. If 

they hadn’t been there before and she somehow guessed that most of them had not, she added 

with a cackle, then a lot will depend on their freedom of movement throughout the complex. 

The guns would probably be a problem, obviously. The team could make out a series of glowing 

white disks in the darkness, glowing white passageways linked between them, like some giant 

molecular diagram in the night sky. On closer inspection, each disk was supported by a single 

central shaft of imposing girth and height. Their flyer slowly approached one of the circular pods 

with a landing platform extended from one side, red and green lights flashing all over it. It was a 

drive-through arrangement. The flyer came to a stop and Ray’Ch wished them all a good evening 

and looked forward to seeing them again before long. The back door swung open and a rush of 

cold air met them as they stepped down and were instantly instructed to grip the railing that ran 

over to the sliding doors at the entrance. Once inside there was a rush of warm air while they 

swiped their IDs before passing through a turnstile. At the other end was a group of armed 

security guards who insisted the team surrender their weapons. It was not a request. They did so 

slowly, carefully, watched the weapons being unloaded, magazine placed in a special cloth bag. 

One turned Mark’s gun over fondly in examination, “The K-310... nice piece,” he said 

appreciatively. The guards then nodded gratefully to them, assured them the weapons would be 

returned upon departure and allowed them to pass.  

 

Awaiting them over to one side, was a tall, slouching Mayem official who simply pointed to each 

of them with some sort of short staff and bowed perfunctorily. He was grey-haired with a goatee 

and wore a dark green smock with a similar ornate gold ribbon to that worn by Oltab and N’Dyr, 

but here as epaulettes. Sunglasses perched on the end of his nose and he grinned as he 

introduced himself as Ba’Lambam. He would be their guide until N’Dyr joined them in a few 

days. He shrugged philosophically. The situation was fluid, yeah? He wore tapered crimson 

trousers and sandals on enormous brown feet. He ushered them along one of the spanning 

corridors between pods - or ‘Clouds’ as they called them- on a moving footway. The tubular 

structure was transparent, giving the impression of walking in outer space. There was no hint of 

lights below. The span was around a city block long. Ba’Lambam spoke with a Spanish accent and 

shrugged off the royal assassination as “Those crazy Ezti” – which seemed to cover all royalty. He 

worked for Ayt’Hm but they should know their sponsor here was not of his line. Ba’Lambam 

appeared here purely as a courtesy. At the door to the next Cloud they had to swipe their IDs 

again and enter another little circular realm.  

 

Ba’Lambam led them to a cafe and bought coffees. He drummed absentmindedly with his staff 

on the table, flicking it from side to side, his hand grasped in the middle, as he composed the 

order for the waitress. She smiled without meeting his gaze and the others suspected the two 

were already acquainted. He officially welcomed them again to Cloudland. They would remain at 

his majesty’s pleasure probably for a couple of weeks. They would have credit enough to buy 

meals and clothes, a few little luxuries but they could not leave, could only move within certain 

Clouds and to certain depths, could not call outside of these. They could not go to ground level 
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for instance, nowhere near that. Were they hostage, asked Mark? Ba’Lambam moved his head 

from side to side mischievously, as if dancing, weighing the term ‘hostage’ “Potential hostage” 

he offered. They might be a bargaining chip, depending on the fallout up north. Ruhl wanted to 

know with whom. Ba’Lambam thought Ruhl knew and grinned. Later he showed them to their 

rooms upstairs. They were small and windowless with a wall screen, keyboard, bed and 

bathroom. They were adequate. In the morning they would meet again in the cafe at ten. 

Ba’Lambam must now attend to other duties; he sighed, bowed deeply and crossed to the 

central shaft supporting the cloud which housed lifts.   

 

Ruhl thought they may have leapt out of the frying pan into the fire. Mark hoped N’Dyr would 

not be long. The arrangement made him nervous. The others were studying a directory of 

clothing shops. Cloudland seemed to be almost entirely populated by foreigners, from 

everywhere. The shops were all niche luxury goods. It was expensive. It reminded Mark of a 

duty-free zone at an airport. Except that the people were in an extended transit, some for 

weeks, others months, even years. He listened to the talk in the background, the languages, the 

accents, the slang. They were here doing business, on courses, in meetings, conferences, little 

trade fairs and amusements. It was a kind of satellite world for the elite. By day, the ground 

could be glimpsed far, far below. One could see mainly busy freeways and forests. Some clouds 

shared the same support shaft at different heights. It was hard to say how many might share the 

same shaft. It was a very complex structure.  
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They all watched for news in their rooms. English translation was more readily available here but 

the opaque Mayem society made it difficult to follow developments. It was clear however that 

Bryan had now named Oltab as a key figure in the assassination and that Oltab had announced 

he would report to police shortly. The police superintendent nodded patiently as a reporter 

phrased probing questions. They were not aware of his whereabouts but were confident he 

would cooperate. There was a still of Oltab in a sharp business suit, gesturing with both hands, 

his expression grave, his dark, deep set eyes fixed on the camera. He was employed by Princess 

Ma’Li’s household, peculiar in itself since he was a foreigner, had been assisting Bryan and was 

now accused of betrayal. The news found a mixed response from the house. He was absent but 

had an alibi they were not prepared to disclose. Ma’Li’s widowed husband, Tepek’Tu a lean, 

beaky man stared balefully at the camera without answering questions.  

 

Mark was the first to arrive at the cafe and observed a troop of Asians translating the menu with 

their devices and debating its merits. The cafe was red, spacious, shining and hummed with 

barely discernible music. It was a good half an hour before any of the team joined him. They had 

all been buying new clothes. Tobi and Nu wore matching smocks and sandals, supposedly in the 

local tradition, Tobi’s heel had been redressed. Sorna had gone for smart casual, slacks and loose 

top with shoulder bag. Ruhl had splashed out on a blue business suit and had probably drained 

his credit but there was no K-Mart here. When you bought, you bought quality. Nu asked was it 

a Falstaff? Gino Latino he replied, but he suspected it was fake at that. The shoes were thrown in 

he shrugged, eyeing his navy blue brogues. They all thought he looked good, really good. He had 

had a haircut and shave too, had decided to redo the whole image. Mark was the only one still in 

lab coat and scrubs. He checked whether they were all up to date with the news. They were, but 

they were banking on Oltab not saying much. If the Ma’Li household were buying his alibi, Bryan 

was grasping at straws. Ruhl thought there was something fishy about an Abkric working for 

Mayem royalty. There was definitely something going on there. They ordered drinks and waited.  

 

It was forty minutes before Ba’Lambam ambled into view. Today he wore a purple tracksuit, 

matching sneakers and beret and studied his device as he drifted toward them, finally letting it 

dangle from a gold lanyard as he raised both hands to the team in abject apology. He popped 

ear buds into a pocket, dragged a chair across to their table and sank heavily upon it, head 

thrown back, removed his sunglasses. There was good news and there was some other stuff and 

he had just got off the phone with N’Dyr so he was as in the loop as he was ever likely to be but 

it was... complicated. The rest of the table watched him with a collective “You don’t say?” He 

nodded. Okay here was what we know we know. Oltab has admitted he collected a trained team 

of snipers – his words “a hit team” – from Palace T’Chiz following the shooting and drove them 

to a container terminal on the east coast. He says he was instructed to do this by none other 

than Ayt’Hm, new husband of Princess Ma’Lik. Now Ayt’Hm obviously denies this but he has 

motive, even if just self-defence, he was opportunity and it is in character. Plus the rest of the 

story sort of checks out. A grocery delivery truck was found where Oltab stated it would be, near 

a container terminal. The container terminal records his access to a container, its subsequent 

shipment by road to the port in Vidal. There was no CCTV footage of any value. As yet the 

container has not been located in Vidal. But what this does, obviously, is that it removes Mark’s 

team and the whole ambush scenario from the picture. That’s the good news. The fear was that 
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Oltab would spill all of that. Instead he’s pointing to Ayt’Hm and clearing Bryan, even though it 

incriminates himself, which was a bit puzzling.  

 

It may be Oltab is holding some kind of household line there, and that he will be rewarded 

somewhere in the background. There would still be a certain amount of enmity towards Bryan 

for the loss of the Princess on his watch, but for his co-operation he would not face the chop for 

it. At most, his contract would not be renewed. Because Ayt’Hm has now been implicated, it 

looks to N’Dyr as if there will be a pretty straightforward (for Eztis) reparation made to Tepek’Tu 

for his loss. This will of course be very discreet by their standards and may take a couple of 

weeks but it will be substantial and N’Dyr suspects may be very damaging to Ayt’Hm’s business 

interests. His new bride lost all of her fortune upon the wedding, itself a considerable outlay, so 

the state of their finances may be delicate. N’Dyr senses Oltab may have a hand in this, 

somehow, but they must all wait and see there. Ba’Lambam paused for a long, very special 

coffee from a truly excellent waitress. If they can nail the real hit squad down in Vidal all the 

better, but since they have a confirmed suspect they don’t really need you guys, right? They 

were just a loose end, presumably fled across the border somehow. Ba’Lambam would see what 

he could do about getting their restrictions relaxed, but they would probably be free to go home 

soon. How did that sound?  

 

It sounded good; a huge relief frankly, but Mark was reluctant to be too optimistic. He did not 

want to rain on anyone’s parade, but the accusation directed at Ayt’Hm looked unconvincing up 

close. Yes, the guy played hardball, but the rifle and the team were Bryan’s turf. Ayt’Hm would 

have no way of accessing the hit team directly. How could he? Why would he? If through Oltab, 

then when? Oltab had been with Mark’s team all along. Who had inserted the real hit squad? 

L&L had any number of able managers, like Greg Shearer, but if Ayt’Hm had financed the switch 

in target, he would have to be dealing with Doug first. L&L was a pretty tight ship and the kind of 

credit Ayt’Hm could throw at an assignment like this meant that he or one of his would only be 

talking to the head. So Doug had to be in the frame. But this little doubling up on targets in an 

assignment, while lucrative, could be fatal for L&L’s reputation, should it become known. That 

was probably why Doug was keen to find a scapegoat in Bryan, with his touching bulletproof vest 

routine. That would only have confirmed suspicions about Bryan’s competence with the Ma’Li 

household. In response, Bryan had decided to play the Oltab gambit. Accusing Ayt’Hm may have 

been just a white lie, not exactly the truth, more of an exaggeration. It at least gave Bryan some 

leverage. If what N’Dyr was pondering, about the state of Ayt’Hm’s finances were true, the 

subterfuge may not even have been profitable for L&L. Where did that leave Doug? Mark 

supposed it might well be in somewhere like Cloudland.   

 

Ba’Lambam took the team on a brief tour of recommended restaurants, cinemas, theatres, 

concert halls, gyms, sports facilities, viewing decks, indoor gardens. Nothing seemed designed 

for more than a hundred people. They circled around through this Cloud and that Cloud; things 

were busy but seldom crowded. The Clouds were all numbered on directories. Their home was 

9.0. When they returned to their cafe, Ba’Lambam agreed to touch base with them each day 

there at around ten. Until then, he handed them each one of his cards and departed. Everyone 

looked relieved to one another and things began to move quickly. The following morning Tobi 

and Nu announced they had been released and would travel south to Zenevuela, where there 

was security work on a more mundane level with a local company. Neither of them had actually 

been there, but it was time for a move. Everything had just fallen into place, they grinned 

sheepishly. They stood beside the rank of lifts on the central supporting shaft, looking excited 

and hugging everyone. They would descend to ground level and then take a train. The others 

laughed and wished them luck. The following day it was Ruhl’s turn. He liked this travelling light 

thing – he had only a small backpack. He was bound for Vaxixana where there was plenty of 
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work; he winked, perhaps not quite as rewarding as L&L but a little more reliable. They all shook 

hands at the lifts and then he was gone.  

 

Next it was Sorna’s turn. Mark was sitting in the cafe now wearing holiday casuals, black denim 

and a military style shirt with flaps on breast pockets and epaulettes. He had kept the sneakers, 

they were Hamstas. Ba’Lambam sat beside him, elaborately signing to the waitress on the other 

side of the cafe and grinning behind sunglasses. Sorna strode up in black leggings and halter top, 

ankle length high-heel boots and a heavy gold chain around her waist. She had the figure to 

carry it off. She also carried off two large white carrier bags with a department store brand. Stuff 

for her kids, she laughed. Her hair was cut short, permed. Mark regretted not getting to know 

her better. She had been cool in a crisis, was probably cool in a lot of things. She was going back 

to Bessafriq, would take a train to Vidal International Airport and then...she rolled her eyes at 

the prospect. They shook hands then hugged and kissed and generally went through the 

emotions. Ba’Lambam was completely into it. Then she was gone, Ba’Lambam patted Mark’s 

shoulder and drifted away. Mark found Ba’Lambam had paid his bill and went for a wander. He 

wondered if they would really get their guns back at the station. Would they really want them?  

 

A few days passed and Mark received messages that his confinement had been relaxed, but 

there was still no permission to leave. He called Ba’Lambam and asked who exactly was 

sponsoring his stay in Cloudland? Ba’Lambam was in an office and office shirt. Somewhere in the 

background were sounds of a busy kitchen, possibly a restaurant. Ba’Lambam looked thoughtful. 

Was Mark’s interrupting? If so, apologies. Ba’Lambam looked directly into the camera, no-

nonsense for once and said it was basically Ayt’Hm’s organisation to start with, but now it was a 

minor branch of the Old King’s court, which came down to N’Dyr, really. Mark was puzzled by 

the delay in his release and Ba’Lambam was back to grinning. Mark was probably aware that the 

Royal Funeral was now in train and N’Dyr would be preoccupied with event management duties. 

A state funeral would have services down here in Vidal as well as in Alton Jorn. It was as big as a 

Royal Wedding, maybe bigger. Mark had not noticed. There had been something about Bryan 

resigning on health grounds and abruptly leaving for Refoundland, but that was all. That seemed 

to confirm the plan that Ayt’Hm would pay restitution to Princess Ma’Li’s widower, implicitly 

accept blame and that Doug had ditched Bryan. Ba’Lambam did not know about Doug. He 

thought Bryan was just anxious to get away from Oltab. Oltab definitely had extra leverage up 

there now. He apologised but Mark must sit tight just a little longer. Sitting tight was hard on his 

own, though.  

 

He was now on first name terms with the waitress at his favourite cafe -‘Inial’. She was from the 

far west, had originally been a foreign student here, had married a local then separated after a 

couple of years. Divorce was difficult in his religion. She was saving up for something. Mark 

would be served his usual without asking then drift away among favoured Clouds. There was a 

viewing platform on 9.2 which had an overhanging roof, safety grills and railing but allowed him 

to at least look out into the breeze, study the distant haze that was the industrial south. There 

were benches, usually one or two others enjoying the view. As he glanced around he spotted a 

familiar face, an older man in a business suit and scarf, sitting absorbed in his device. Last time 

Mark had seen him he had been sporting a splendid walrus moustache with curled ends. That 

was now gone but Mark was certain this was still the Abkric ‘uncle’ to Oltab he had met at the 

Villa Asto, as a folk musician. He looked anything but that now. On impulse he approached him; 

hands pressed together, fingers pointed to heaven, in traditional Abkric supplication and 

essaying a little basic Abkric in greeting. Abkric greetings were famously elaborate, a formality 

they seemed to relish.  
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Mark concluded, nodding to “Ptin”. The man looked up, surprised, remembered Mark and told 

him it was ‘Tim’ in English. Mark apologised for interrupting, was having second thoughts but 

Tim assured him he was merely filling in time. Would he mind if Mark joined him on the bench? 

By all means. Mark had visited Abkr? Many years ago, he had attended a course at one of the 

universities in Salaneh (the capital of Abkr). Tim nodded. And Mark was a marksman, was he 

not? Mark nodded. Tim may have heard the way things had turned out at the Royal Wedding? 

Tim nodded, thought it an adverse outcome in every respect. The whole situation was very 

regrettable to him. His nephew was mixed up in some pretty crazy politics, offered Mark. Tim 

nodded. Oltab was not strictly his nephew. They were from the same northern plains region 

where custom related elders beyond immediate family as uncles or aunts. It was a familiarity. 

What had happened to the moustache? Tim smiled. It was a fake for the occasion; he was 

playing the part of a mountain man for Oltab’s benefit. And what did Tim do here in Mayem, if 

Mark may know? He was a risk analyst for an investment bank. He and Oltab were associates? 

Former associates. Oltab had gone his own way, was now in the service of a royal household and 

creating more problems for everyone. He grimaced.  

 

Did Tim know how Oltab came to be in such an unusual position for an outsider? He did. Oltab 

was a young man in a hurry, impatient with the promotion available in a solid Abkric institution 

like Peak Investments, where Tim still worked, and had decided to see if he could detour around 

the usual channels and cultivate partners elsewhere. He found that opportunity with Princess 

Ma’Li, the Late Princess Ma’Li, younger sister to Princess Ma’Lik, notorious bride at the Royal 

Wedding. The story there was essentially one of sibling rivalry. Ma’Li grew jealous of Ma’Lik’s 

affair with hi-tech mogul Ayt’Hm and the greater wealth and notoriety this brought. To counter 

that, Ma’Li looked to extend her household’s investments in the south, and particularly on the 

west coast. She wanted spectacular returns and her advisors suggested a major rebuild of the 

industrial port of Puerm. The west coast was the economic future of Mayem and she would be 

getting in on the ground floor. The returns stood to be mega. The problem was raising the 

capital without attracting attention, competition. She needed an intermediary and that was 

where Peak Investments stepped in. The kind of numbers she was looking for narrowed the field 

in Mayem.  

 

The idea was that Peak Investments would raise the capital elsewhere and then ‘persuade’ the 

Mayem government to do the build using Peak’s capital disguised in the treasury budget as 

revenue surplus, through creative accounting, of course. Then, on completion of the works, 

allow Ma’Li the option of buying the port back, using the debt to Peak, in effect, saddling the 

government with the cost of construction. Understandably, the government were reluctant. 

Oltab then had the bright idea of compromising a Mayem minister in order to facilitate the deal, 

which had worked and the massive ‘infrastructure’ was undertaken but upon land that was 

owned by the Ma’Li household. Tim assumed Mark knew that all land in Mayem could only be 

owned by the nobility; titles may change hands but must remain within the nobility. This meant 

that the government must pay rent to Ma’Li for the duration of construction plus compensation 

for loss of earnings, which came to an attractive sum, pretty much the equal of the loan and 

interest owed Peak. She was very pleased with this arrangement and keen to do more business 

with Oltab. Peak Investments were not pleased. There were a lot of risks involved but it was too 

late for them to back out now.  

 

Oltab also knew of the rivalry between the sisters and exploited it when Princess Ma’lik became 

officially engaged to Ayt’Hm. Oltab suggested to Ma’li she could go one better and engage a 

foreigner as her palace ‘fixer’. She loved the idea because it drew just as much scandal amongst 

the other royal families as the proposed Royal Wedding. What of Tepek’Tu, her husband, asked 

Mark. Did he play no role in any of this? Tim laughed. Tepek’Tu was strictly a sporting man. 
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Fishing, falconry and gambling were his passions, his only real interests. Ma’Li was definitely the 

brains in that marriage. Gossip had it that she had been the nicer of the sisters but Mark was not 

to believe it. Peak had sent Tim to try and persuade Oltab to drop his appointment and return to 

the fold, to recognise the dangers. That was how Tim came to be staying at the Villa Asto that 

weekend. Tim tried everything but Oltab was beyond redemption. Tim now looked at his watch 

and said it was time to go. He was doing another presentation in a few minutes. A lot of their 

business was done up here, it was calmer, clearer, more discreet. He smiled. Mark thanked him 

for the information, sat there a while longer digesting it.  
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When Mark returned to his room he found a message from N’Dyr on his screen. She apologised 

for not contacting him sooner, but there was a Royal Funeral to organise and she had thought 

she would play a big part in that, but now... huh! She was upset and took a deep breath. He had 

no doubt seen that Bryan Trelawn had fled the country, sensing he was on the outer with L&L 

and in fear of Oltab now. He had fled to the other side of the world. That was an extreme flight. 

No charges were pressed against Oltab because no hit team could be found, no proof of the hit, 

but he had been exposed within the household of Princess Ma’Li and no longer had her as 

matron. He was vulnerable. The widower, Tepek’Tu was more than usually at a loss, 

understandably, but he was loath to ever do anything about anything at the best of times. Oltab 

took this moment to recommend that the widower’s younger sister, Teo’Pkth, should take over 

event management for the Royal Funeral. Teo’Pkth had worked for N’Dyr for some years but 

was not as able, and the arrangement now was that N’Dyr should continue as her lieutenant. It 

was not fair. It was... N’Dyr could not continue and dabbed at tears.  

  

Would Oltab remain with the royal household? N’Dyr thought it was only a matter of time. 

Teo’Pkth was tall and beautiful, bore absolutely no resemblance to her brother, as a quick 

search of the web later confirmed for Mark, and she did not really care about the job. She was 

still looking for a suitable husband. N’Dyr was having a difficult time adjusting to the situation, a 

very difficult time. She thought Oltab owed her more, she wanted to meet with him but he 

refused to see her. She would be down in Cloudland shortly. She had offices in Cloud 6.6. They 

would talk more then. Mark suspected his services may be enlisted again and felt trapped. Oltab 

had to have been under instruction from Doug, on behalf of Ayt’Hm and unbeknownst to Bryan, 

who thought he was riding on the Princess Ma’Li ticket. Now Bryan had jumped ship and it was 

not clear where Oltab actually stood with Doug. On the one hand, he had not directly implicated 

L&L in accusing Ayt’Hm, but on the other he had exposed a valued client. It was a tough one. 

Had they spoken? There would definitely need to be a meeting there at some point, if they had 

not.  

 

Mark filled his day walking, mainly between bars. He watched cheesy cabaret acts well past their 

prime while savouring exotic cocktails. What had happened to popular music? He had probably 

missed the memo. There were shop windows where he stood debating whether to buy an over-

priced device and there were shop windows where people bought dreams in extravagant 

packaging.  He found an amusement arcade with a shooting gallery. The guns were all skewed to 

miss and the challenge was to calculate the compensation. Ping! ping! ping! “You’re pretty good, 

for an old guy”, said the kid behind the counter. “You’re pretty good for a young guy” Mark 

replied. He divided his time between bars; felt he had drunk less that way. In one of the more 

reserved establishments he happened to see Tim with an earnest lady, surely of the same 

nation, deep in conversation. At one point Tim looked up and caught Mark’s eye. Mark was 

sitting on a stool by the window, looking out onto the mall. He raised his glass to them, took a 

measured sip. Later Tim joined him, explained that was his wife. They had an apartment much 

closer to the ground, not a Cloud, which she disliked. She was homesick. And what about Mark, 

any work lined up?  
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Mark did not like the direction of that conversation, even in jest. As a matter of fact he was still 

trying to work out what had happened on his last job. Tim agreed it had been a strange one. 

Mark admitted as much as he worked for a big, very experienced agency and he could just not 

figure out why they had used so many hit teams. Tim had concluded that Mark’s team was 

probably some kind of spare or backup. Mark thought they had been more of a decoy or 

scapegoat, in order to distract from the real hit team, maybe to give them time to escape. But he 

had never heard of them doing this before, it was a complete departure from standard tactics, 

could not understand why. Tim nodded. He thought he may be able to help there, working from 

the other end of events. He had heard through his financing grapevine, which often listened 

quite closely to the local politics grapevine, that the container sent to Vidal had been found, but 

not at the port and that the police had blocked any disclosure, under instruction from the 

government minister. It was a politically expedient cover-up. The politics involved a favoured 

cause and policy for the government concerning equal employment opportunities for the 

disabled. It seems the designated shooter, one Weyland Roche, was a paraplegic and the 

government did not wish to be embarrassed by their prominent policy applied so 

indiscriminately. Weyland Roche! Mark knew him but did not know he was a paraplegic these 

days. Rochie was a top shot and a research engineer at Reeves, where they had been working on 

the new plasma bounce rifles. He was not ex 402
nd

 he was Airborne, but still, a logical choice – 

when he had legs anyway. Did Tim know what had happened there? Tim did not, but he did 

know that the spotter, one Roswitha Crouch was intellectually challenged, with mobility issues 

and possibly underage. It was not a good look. Mark shook his head. He thought he was hard 

done by being saddled with a couple of cadets, but a spotter not on the same page... What was 

Rochie thinking?  

 

From a financial angle it was also worth noting that the lobby group within government that had 

pressed for this policy were generously sponsored by none other than... Tim paused for dramatic 

effect as he thumbed through his screens, searching for the desired page... Ayt’Hm. He showed 

Mark a list of sponsors. Tim knew only that Ayt’Hm was the groom at the Royal Wedding and 

was accused of organising the hit. Mark took the phone and scrutinised the list, scrolled down 

and saw one Douglas Lockrey also a generous donor. So they may have known each other even 

before the wedding. They both worked politics. He said nothing about that to Tim, instead 

wondered who had inserted Rochie, and what had happened to that avenue of extraction? Tim 

did not know but the political link did tie Ayt’Hm loosely to the hit team, and if the hit team were 

not easily mobilised, then a distraction or capture of another hit team would at least have 

bought them more time, perhaps less attention. It may not have been standard tactics, but 

times were changing. Mark nodded, he was getting too old for this game, he was seeing too 

many of the drawbacks to things. Tim thought that was life and they parted.  

 

He drifted back to his room to sober up before another long night on The Clouds, to discover he 

had another message from N’Dyr. If she was going to ask him to shoot beautiful young Mayem 

nobles, the answer was no, no matter how long he was stuck here. No, he had never done that. 

It was against his principles. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no oh alright. But it would be at a 

much higher price. Beauty cost extra. “Are you okay?” were her opening words. “Never felt 

better” he shrugged . Had he been drinking? As a matter of fact he had. There was not a lot else 

to do up here. She apologised for the delays again. But she would be down there tomorrow and 

get the clearance. The whole funeral service had been thrown into disarray by Princess Ma’Lik 

insisting she have a leading role in proceedings. N’Dyr shook her head wearily. It was unheard of 

for noble or female. But Ma’Lik had supposedly realised how much her sister meant to her and 

that this could only be acknowledged by leading the service. This time N’Dyr growled. She 

explained that in their religion only the high priest and an inner circle may conduct such rituals. 

There were high priestesses, but their realm was more private, quieter, in the background. This 
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was exactly as she thought it should be. But Ma’Lik wanted to move with the times, be in the 

spotlight. It was unseemly. 

 

Anyway the event management team were hastily consulting ancient scriptures and historians to 

find some sort of precedent that might justify the frank indulgence. There was a museum 

beneath Cloudland she needed to visit tomorrow. Perhaps Mark could join her? Things were 

hectic and it would help. She gave him her desperate, needy look. Mark shrugged. It would be 

good to get out for a change, there was that. Teo’Pkth and Ma’Lik were supposed to accompany 

her but since neither could stand the sight of the other, neither would probably turn up. They 

were like mirror images of one another, eight years apart. They were beautiful in a conventional 

sort of way, if you liked that kind of thing. Mark suspected most did. But they made the mistake 

of advertising too much, disappointing the public. N’Dyr sneered. N’Dyr was a sharp little cookie, 

it had to be said. She returned to the subject. Nevertheless something had got into Ma’Lik with 

the assassination and she had become twice as bossy, twice as vain. She did not know her place 

and who was to show her? It would not be Ayt’Hm. Apparently the two now argued, possibly 

over wealth. N’Dyr had to keep her head down, just try and get things done. So had Oltab, who 

had not been seen for a few days. She did not know what he was up to, but was in no hurry to 

find out either. Mark sat on the end of his bed, grateful that all of this would soon be coming to 

an end for him, letting it all wash over him as he looked down at the can in his hand. It was hard 

to meet N’Dyr’s eyes. He was sick of her. He just nodded. It was wrong because he owed her a 

lot but it was just being dragged out now and rolled around something else. The call ended and 

he finished his can, then noticed there was another call. It had logged during N’Dyr’s monologue. 

He opened it and it was Oltab.  

 

Oltab was in a dark place. There was just a desk lamp, illuminating from the side. Behind him, 

dim shelves, possibly a library or archive. He sat in an antique chair with a high back and wore a 

dark three-piece business suit, hands clasped before him on a desk. He smiled confidently. 

“Mark, let me say right off how sorry I am for the way the assignment turned out. You have 

every reason to feel bitter about my failure to extricate you and your team but please remember 

that when an assignment goes into abort, that includes the extricate team. I was only doing 

what you and the rest of the team were doing. I know you may not accept this, but if I may say, 

it also provided you with the opportunity to demonstrate why you are regarded as such a 

superior player in these assignments. You rose to the occasion against formidable odds and 

evaded capture, you and your whole team. I salute you for that. The whole industry salutes you. 

And let me just say, in spite of the adverse outcome, I intend to see that you receive the balance 

of your credit from L&L at my next meeting with Doug and the board,. Now, since you are still by 

chance in Mayem, I wonder if I can interest you in a further business proposition? As you may 

know, L&L have inherited some liquidity issues recently, together with some quite unwelcome 

publicity, and the board may be open to a takeover bid as a result. It is, as I am sure you know, 

an extremely competitive industry. I am not at liberty to say from whom, but I am sure you can 

guess from my origins, from where that bid may arise. In this capacity, I am authorised to offer 

you a leading role in a new regime at L&L, as we do not anticipate Mr Lockrey remaining with 

the firm under the circumstances. Obviously this is a confidential offer for the moment and I 

hope you will consider it carefully. I expect to be in Cloudland tomorrow and will visit 9.0. I 

would deem it a great privilege if you could join me for a chat, in your favourite cafe, around 

one? I remain; your honest and faithful servant, Oltab Jonsief_PIN”. 

 

Tomorrow was shaping up to be a busy day. Then, just as he rose to visit the toilet, N’Dyr called 

back. She was riding in a car, through the streets of Alton Jorn by the look of it. Streetlights had 

just come on.”Mark, I knew there was something I forgot to ask. Do you know a champion 

rifleman named Weyland Roche?” Yeah, he knew him, he admitted cautiously. She thought it a 
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coincidence, them being more of less the same age and both from the far north, currently 

visiting our shores, but it was no more than an idle curiosity. She was organising a little civil 

ceremony out on the Dix Islands (off the east coast) in which Mr Roche is to be awarded an 

Order of Mayem for services to the disadvantaged. Mark swore and crumpled the empty can. 

N’Dyr was taken aback. It seemed a little mean spirited. Rochie gets a gong for doing without 

legs while he was doing time up in Heaven Seventeen! What did she expect, wild applause? Well 

some of us hit our targets Mark and some... So she knew? Knew what? That it was his hit. What 

hit? At the Royal Wedding. Mark what are you talking about? The man won the national rifle 

championships against our best able-bodied contestants last month and donated his winnings to 

charity. He has contacts, true, but was a valuable example to others similarly challenged. And did 

he have that jailbait with the club foot with him? Did Mark mean Ms Crouch, his personal 

assistant? Yes, she assisted him at the meet and would also be attending the ceremony. Who 

was funding all this? Was it Ayt’Hm? No! What a crazy idea – it was a state ministry function. The 

whole world is a joke. Mark, she thought that is the drink talking please go to bed and things will 

look better in the morning, she promised.  

 

Mark went out looking for a takeaway. It would help him think things through. And he would 

need something to drink to go with it. He knew just the place. The thought of being paid the 

balance of his fee was his only consolation, and that was probably wishful thinking. ‘Your honest 

and faithful servant’ – GMAFB. Did N’Dyr really know that Rochie had made the hit? About the 

cover-up? Was she really so naive as to simply notice two visiting senior riflemen coincidentally 

figuring in two of her events, before joining the dots? Or, after joining the dots, was she so arch 

as to drop the hint to Mark that it was, in any event, a cosy little loop down here in Mayem, 

where she in turn found employment through the machinations of Ayt’Hm or L&L or the follies 

of royalty? Yeah you kept your head down and tried to get things done because if you chose to 

look up it will make it almost impossible to continue. He walked back with a carton of deep-fried 

something, snorting on a snug flask of ten thousand percent proof oblivion. Who said tomorrow 

was another day? 
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In the morning he felt terrible. He stood in the shower hoping to recover. Plenty of water was 

not doing it, internally or externally. He mentally said goodbye to his little cell, turned off the 

light and closed the door, had directions to reach N’Dyr’s office. It involved crossing various 

spans, walking through leaden skies pelting the clear surround with rain then around more 

immaculate Clouds, descending by lift to other Clouds and standing on a moving footway 

checking his directions on a little pamphlet he had picked up. Her offices were discreet but 

classy, in a quiet passage off the main mall. It was a long shop front with frosted glass, the 

company name in lower case, low on the window – event net. Inside sliding doors the front desk 

needed ID and then pointed to a huddle of ladies on the far side of an open plan office. As he 

approached, N’Dyr rose and beckoned. Her associates could have been her sisters or clones. Two 

of them wore long, traditional-looking gowns of dark green with elaborate embroidery in 

crimson and gold, and little matching bonnets. Mark did not catch their names but they were 

ladies-in-waiting to the old Queen and may well have been related to N’Dyr, by his calculation. A 

third, like N’Dyr was in modern, modest dress of black. She was older, with black-framed glasses 

and a scholarly mien, some kind of religious expert.  

 

All stood around two desks over which was spread a selection of traditional cloaks and feathered 

headdresses. They lay in long shallow cardboard boxes. The religious lady held an atomiser in 

each hand and sprayed all items thoroughly. The others looked on gravely. N’Dyr explained that 

they had been sent up from the museum, they were facsimiles but there had been some 

mistake, they were not suitable and would have to be returned, after due blessing. 

Unfortunately the museum porter, Rodolfo, had now been sent on some other errand and time 

was of the essence. She was supposed to show the costumes to Princess Ma’Lik and Teo’Pkth, at 

least on screen, and tapped her watch. Was the museum far? No, the museum was almost 

directly beneath them. It was just ten minutes but the costumes must be handled very carefully, 

she indicated the boxes and packing. Mark volunteered to carry them, if someone would show 

him the way. He felt it was the least he could do for his eventual freedom. He still had time 

before his meeting with Oltab, where he would decline the offer and suggest Rochie as a 

suitable candidate. He was getting the hang of this game now. He guessed at the fate of Doug.  

 

The other ladies looked on, it was not clear that they understood English. N’Dyr paused, flicked a 

guarded glance at Mark before thanking him and relaying the offer to the others in their first 

tongue. They nodded like a Greek chorus. “Yes. We see”. Mark began to replace the lids but was 

waved away by black-framed glasses. They must wait a minute or two for the spray to dry. It was 

a reverence. In the meantime, N’Dyr asked for his ID and processed it on another screen. 

Everyone watched, boxes being ticked, debts being calculated, cancelled. One of the court ladies 

brought a tray of coffees. They liked their coffee espresso, slightly bitter. It seemed like a good 

idea to Mark, it might help his head. They sat and stood sipping, regarding the costumes. N’Dyr 

returned his ID and pronounced him at liberty. Where would he go? He was undecided; it would 

be east or west, but not north. He would not be going home.  

 

He carried the stack of boxes tenderly, like fallen comrades. He peeped over the top, following 

N’Dyr to a goods lift. They shared the descent with a trolley loaded with crates. He knew N’Dyr’s 

Cloud was much closer to the ground and was puzzled as the lift continued to descend, or 
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descended somehow slower. N’Dyr noticed his gaze on the levels registry and explained that the 

lifts continued underground and that in Mayem their slender land use was extended in both 

directions, up and down. The museum was about five levels below ground level. The doors 

opened directly onto the museum, but this was not the public entrance. It was a deserted 

passage with some activity through a distant doorway. But it was indistinguishable from other 

levels or Clouds, a modern gleaming interior, not unlike a mall or air terminal, except deserted. 

They marched along, N’Dyr called out and a voice answered from a doorway further along. They 

found a room filled with rows of shelves stretching almost to the ceiling, cabinets and benches 

crammed with artefacts. They were in the rear of the museum. They tracked the voice to one 

side, where an elderly lady in a lab coat and cap greeted them. She was Professor Florida, the 

chief curator.  

 

She was very old, a deeply lined face and croaking voice, her hair white and drawn back in a 

severe braid, large turquoise earrings the shape of fangs or claws that jiggled when her head 

moved. She nodded to N’Dyr’s account of the returned costumes and looked sharply at Mark, 

when N’Dyr introduced him.  Her eyes were dark, round, aquiline. The Professor gestured to 

where Mark could lay the boxes down. There seemed to be some dispute between the ladies, 

probably about rituals, Mark supposed. The Professor led them down aisles into smaller, dimmer 

rooms, with more packed shelves, to stone tablets recording rituals in hieroglyphics and benches 

where new discoveries were being cleaned and identified. Mark drifted along, uncomfortable in 

the dank stuffiness, a creeping warmth. There were tables of ancient weapons, spears, daggers, 

elaborate carvings on mysterious implements or fragments. The voices grew distant and Mark 

paused infront of an intricately wrought head of a snake, its fangs agape, jaw hinged in bronze or 

gold. The fangs were crimson and like razors. The thing was roughly the size of his fist. The rest 

of the body seemed to be some strange kind of grip or handle, the other end an intricate spiral 

or spring. What had it been part of? How was it used? If at all? Possibly they would never know. 

It would just sit back here, pending further discoveries, awaiting a category or filing.  

 

He was feeling hot now and breathing heavily. Maybe there were fumes down here, from the 

cleaning agents or something. The smell was peculiar, sickly. For some reason he could not take 

his eyes off the snakehead. Its eyes were a brilliant blue inlay. He could not resist reaching slowly 

toward the grip, his fingers slowly closing around it, a strange prickling sensation spreading 

across the palm of his hand. He lifted it, quivering. Then he noticed The Professor and N’Dyr 

were standing beside him, watching intently. He apologised, his voice dry, feeble. The Professor 

explained they thought it was possibly the handle and butt of a whip, used in rituals, based on 

some carvings they did not properly understand. They had never found anything else quite like 

it. Its authenticity was frankly questionable. It had been donated by a high priest of an obscure 

cult who had submitted assurances from on high, but he had spontaneously combusted not long 

after, which was never a good sign. Mark gasped now, his whole body chilled and he could not 

seem to put the implement down, could not seem to release his grip. He stared at it, felt the 

carved snakeskin scales in his hand. The others watched him, concerned but said nothing or if 

they said anything he could not hear it. His ears were ringing. He could only mouth things to 

them. Their lips moved but he could not understand them. The room swirled. Next time, he 

vowed to steer clear of the espressos.  
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When he recovered he was lying on a sofa in Ray’Ch’s flyer. Someone had covered him with a 

black crocheted shawl. One hand still grasped the sinister handle and he could not release his 

fingers. But the tingling had at least ceased.  Ray’Ch was in the middle of one of her monologues. 

“I had this high priestess as a passenger one time in a hurry to attend some ceremony down 

south; you know how they are about eclipses. Anyway, she was looking through a copy of Home 

and Garden and we got talking about seasons and timing, preparation and cultivation, that sort 

of stuff. She was into it. Whatever. You had to work well in advance according to her, you had to 

anticipate the ‘co-ordination and coincidence of factors’ the players and their parts. The full 

garden in bloom was her goal, as far as I could make out, distant forces her address. Me? I’d put 

my faith in hand watering, if given the licence. But I’m just here to play along, right? I mean, 

what am I, if not a remote agent myself? What influence do I have on outcomes? I’m supposed 

to be able to learn from my mistakes – that’s the intelligent part, so they say. But when do we 

know when we’ve made a mistake? It’s not always obvious. We’re not always conducting 

stringently designed experiments. When do we know how that could have been avoided? Too 

late, right? And in retrospect is never going to be in prospect. That’s only logical. We change 

things and we hope but learning is for children. Later, we survive or we do not. That’s the hard 

place.”  

 

She broke off her rant abruptly. “Hey, time to wake up Smanno! We’re here.” He sat up groggily 

and looked out through screens serving as windows. On one side all he could see was a paling 

fence in deep shadow, on the other an overgrown vacant lot. He did not recognise the location. 

He stood and felt surprisingly steady, asked where they were. Ray’Ch said only that they were 

exactly on the co-ordinates set, exactly on ETA. The back door swung open and she farewelled 

him with “Time to party, Champ”. Or was that Chump or Chimp? He could not be sure. He 

stepped out into tall grass and thistles. The door closed behind him and the flyer rose silently 

into the early evening sky. He looked around and realised he had landed beside the weir, with 

the parkland on the other side. The lot was very large; he was near a fence but way over the far 

side he just about recognised the high wall of the Villa Asto. It was made of heavy stone blocks 

draped in ivy. Above the walls he could see only tree tops, perhaps a glimpse of a roof or tower 

through the greenery. He slowly, deliberately made his way toward the wall. Over in the 

parkland he could see people strolling, jogging, cycling in the evening sun. The ground was 

uneven beneath his feet. A building had been levelled but the foundations remained, 

somewhere under a blanket of overgrowth.  

 

He drifted along beside the edge of the weir, watching long shadows slide across the scene, as if 

speeded up. As he approached the wall he could make out two white apes at the base. They 

watched him. One leaned against the wall with arms folded; the other knelt on one knee, a 

blade of grass in the corner of his mouth. As he drew near he suspected they were just 

costumes. They were too big to be apes. If they were not costumes, things could get tricky. Their 

eyes glowed a brilliant azure, without pupils, like lights. They said nothing. The one kneeling 

stood and held up one arm at which a rope sling dropped from a high overhanging branch. Mark 

looked up, and could make out someone or something amongst the foliage. The wall was high, 

four or five metres. They held the sling for Mark to position himself within. He could only hold 

one side with his free hand. The apes placed a foot each side of him and gripped the rope. It rose 
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to the top of the wall where the two used their free leg to scoot the sling to the other side of the 

wall where it descended, gently bumping against the wall. They landed in a deep bed of leaves 

and near darkness.  

 

Waiting for them were another three white apes. In the darkness they seemed to glow green, as 

if viewed through a night vision lens. They nodded and beckoned to Mark, turned and began to 

creep through the grounds in single file, falling into a Conga-like dance, their shoulders and head 

rocking and jutting from side to side , their steps a syncopated shuffle. Something about the 

body language reminded Mark of Ba’Lambam. Once beyond the trees, Mark recognised the 

gravel paths and formal garden of Villa Asto, now approached from the opposite side to his 

previous visit. The line of grooving apes mounted steps, crossed a terrace and then paused 

beneath ancient, weathered statuary. It was dusk now and the trees were just silhouettes. The 

villa was floodlit but the only light from within came from an open doorway.  
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Doug rode in a black limousine to a business dinner with Oltab. Doug was never comfortable up 

here in the royal province; it was too tidy, too cute. It was not his style. But he needed to do 

business with the cunning little Mr Oltab. There were a number of issues that needed to be 

resolved. In light of some temporary shortfalls, L&L must look at other positions, adapt to a 

shifting environment. Oltab was doing the same, diversifying the portfolio. There was a certain 

amount of bluff on both sides, harmless enough but to be negotiated nevertheless, worked 

through, preferably tonight. But before that, was the delicate matter of Oltab aiding former 

partner Bryan Trelawner and exposing a key client, Ayt’Hm to embarrassing scrutiny. There was 

a price to be paid for that. Doug was accompanied by two trusted associates, Vic and Nick, both 

skilled in self-defence. Nick was an imposing figure, recently retired from a career in cage 

fighting, disillusioned that the sport had become respectable. Vic was just an animal. Doug also 

came armed with a snug Marie-Therese Whattha:445, a lightweight polymer based 20+1-round, 

semi-automatic using a 5.7×28mm cartridge, barrel with inbuilt suppressor, low recoil and 

ambidextrous controls. It gave him confidence.   

 

The limo had met them at the airport. It was Oltab’s treat. It was an ancient, upright design from 

hundreds of years ago, all in black, including windows. But that was just the body. Underneath it 

was another story. Up here this play with appearances meant everything. The thing rolled on 

quietly through green hills, with just a dummy for a chauffeur. They headed west, down toward 

the Villa Asto. Doug had been there before. Did Oltab really think he held all the cards here? 

Doug looked forward to a little show and tell. They crossed the old stone bridge and the gates 

swung open. The driveway circled around a spluttering fountain. It could do with some 

maintenance. The front door was reached by steps on either side of a high porch with portico. 

The car crunched gently across  gravel and parked to one side, by trees. It was dusk. The facade 

was floodlit with halos of insects around the lights, the portico lit with faux antique lamps on its 

corners. The L&L team stepped down from the running board of their ride and looked around. 

There was no welcoming committee. Nick paced ahead, up the steps and checked the open 

doorway, then turned, shuffled back nodding and allowed Doug to pass. Vic had Doug’s back. As 

Doug crossed the porch he heard a clatter behind him and turned to see Nick and Vic lying dead. 

Just as he saw the blood, something flew silently from the trees directly over him. Was it a bat or 

owl? He had his gun out, but it was gone, over the roof. Under his breath he said “fuck me”. 

There was no sound but the gurgle of the fountain. He backed to the wall and thought that had 

definitely got the evening off on the wrong foot. He waited, watched, nothing happened. He 

spun and marched through the open door with his gun raised; in a stage whisper announced 

“Fuck me”.  

 

On the rear terrace, Oltab stood with a small lady wearing a golden mask and a long flowing 

crimson gown with an ancient hieroglyph embroidered in gold. The mask had an ancient, 

indescribable expression. He wore the business suit. They stood by a balustrade overlooking the 

maze, dotted with uplights. Doug marched out the doorway behind them with his gun raised 

announcing “Well fuck me!” at the sight of them. They turned to him, calmly. As he was about to 

say more, he noticed Mark emerge from the shadow of a statue to one side, behind him a row of 

white apes with their hands on hips. Doug took a pace toward them, “And I’ll be fucked if it isn’t 

fuck me”. His gun was now pointed at Mark. Just then, the lady in the mask said or sung 
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something and the row of apes snapped into a Lambada-like dance routine. Doug looked around 

to her, incredulous, Mark raised his snakehead handle and the head shot out on a long coil and 

wound itself tightly around Doug’s neck several times, strangling him. He dropped his gun, 

struggling to free himself when the head widened its jaws and drove its fangs into his throat. 

Doug fell to his knees in a shower of blood.  

 

The head smartly withdrew its fangs, unwound itself and retracted to the grip. Mark still held it 

in front of him. The lady said “Nice one”, picked up the gun and shot Oltab in the head. There 

was not even time for him to be surprised. Mark advanced toward her, his snakehead handle still 

raised. She stared back, serenely. When he was within a pace of her he said “He was asking for 

it. Are you..?.” he could not find the right word. “Asking for it?” she shook her head. “I don’t 

need to”. He stared at the eyes behind the mask but could not recognise them. That mask could 

have been some kind of animal. He turned his outstretched hand palm up and his fingers slowly 

unclenched their grip. She looked at it then offered him the gun in the same manner, on the flat 

of her palm, the two hands beside one another. Mark looked at the gun, slowly took it with his 

other hand, as she did the same with the snakehead handle. They lowered hands, stared at one 

another. “Wanna ride?” she asked, tucking the grip somewhere in her gown. He watched her, 

dumb. She turned and flicked her head. He followed her down steps and around the side of the 

villa. There was a motorcycle parked under trees, where N’Dyr’s sports car had been. She 

hitched up her gown and was wearing leathers beneath it, straddled the bike and pulled the 

sides of her mask around to magically form a helmet. She told him to get on and hit the switch.  

 

The front gates had only opened wide enough for them to weave through at high speed but 

continued, eventually clanking against holding posts and coming to rest. They reached the main 

road and swung south, racing down through forests and fields toward the west coast. She 

shouted around at him “We can’t fly – but we can try!” and gunned the bike to impossible 

speeds as it ramped onto a freeway and tore down the coast. Her crimson gown fluttered and 

flapped like flames around them in the roaring night. There was traffic but it was sparse, 

subdued, solemn. They rode for hours, overhead signs like wreaths floating past, the night still, 

empty. On and on they rode, around and under and over cities, under a clear summer night and 

a full blue moon. The bike screamed, the south announced itself with a thousand sordid offers 

and eventually they spluttered to a halt, near an airport. It was still dark, but only just.  

 

“This is as far as I can take you,” she joked. “I know”, he said, raised the gun to the back of her 

head and pulled the trigger. The bike fell over as he dismounted. He started to wipe the gun on 

her gown then dropped it on the bike with a shrug and walked away. He headed towards the 

lights of the airport, directly across expanses of deserted parking lots. He knew he was now in 

hell. It was just a matter of how far south he could go.                   

 

         

 

 

 

                                          

 

 

 

  

   

 

    


